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Abstract

Within the past decade, there has been rapid advancement of three-dimensional stacked

integrated circuits (3DIC). The technology has not only improved the interconnection

performance and power dissipation but also increased the number of I/Os. Although the

3DIC technology has still developed by increasing the number of stacked chips and thinning

the chips, these developments decrease thermal conductance and degrade the thermal

dissipation leading to increase heat density in a device. It degrades the performance of

chips and causes a shorter lifetime of the chips. As a result, the cooling of 3DICs is an

essential issue to be solved to develop integrated circuits.

For cooling of 3DICs, forced liquid cooling and liquid-vapor convection in

micro-channels have gotten attention. While the other cooling components such as

heat-pipes and vapor chambers require a large volume of a bulk heat sink on the backside

of the chip, the required volume on the backside is low in the micro-channel cooling. Due

to the advantage, the micro-channel cooling device can be integrated into 3DICs. However,

conventional micro-channel cooling methods require extensive bulky liquid circulating

systems such as a pump, condenser, and chiller. These components not only occupy lots

of space but also have low reliability of cooling. Therefore, to decrease the size of the

cooling components and failure rate, integrating active fluid components in cooling devices

is essential.
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Abstract

As an active fluid component, micropumps is one of the significant parts. Electroosmotic

flow (EOF) micropumps are one type of electrokinetic micropumps, and it is based on the

free ion movement in conductive fluids. The attractive feature of the EOF micropump

is that it does not require mechanical moving structures and air gaps and that it can

output high pressure in micro-channels. However, some issues still exist to use EOF

micropumps. One of the most significant issues is the driving voltages of the micropumps.

Compared to mechanical micropumps, which conventionally require at most 200 V, the

EOF micropumps require higher voltages than at least 40 V (in some cases over 800 V).

This has prevented the integration of micropumps into 3DICs since these high voltages are

higher than maximum voltages of commonly-used through-silicon-vias (TSVs) connecting

stacked chips. Another issue of EOF micropumps is a measurement method of surface

parameters. The performance of EOF micropump depends on the surface charges of EDL,

which is changed by the surface condition. However, as the conventional method cannot

measure the surface charge without breaking the device, the prediction of fabricated EOF

micropumps was difficult.

This dissertation presents the design, fabrication, and testing of a novel cooling device

having an on-chip micropump integrated with an on-chip high-voltage generator to drive

the micropump. The high-voltage generator is realized by standard CMOS technology

and MEMS post-processes called post-processed deep-trench-isolation (or mesa isolation).

Due to the isolation, the breakdown voltages of the standard 5 V transistors can be extended

up to 800 V.

Firstly, the process optimization of MEMS post-process deep trench-isolation to form the

complete isolation of transistors has been discussed. The process optimization is performed

using novel test structures that do not require breaking the measurement samples, and two
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different etching modes are found. By using the optimized process, a high-voltage switch

is presented to demonstrate the use of the post-processed high-voltage transistors, and also

a high-voltage generator using the post-processed high-voltage transistors is presented.

Then, the design, fabrication, and analysis of the on-chip integrated EOF micropump using

the high-voltage generator are discussed. Besides, to predict the performance of an EOF

micropump, a novel on-chip zeta potential measurement sensor is discussed. Finally, the

cooling efficiency of micro-channel devices is investigated. By the experimental results,

we have found two cooling modes of the micro-channels depending on the flow rate.

Besides, the suitable placement of micro-channels and a micropump in each cooling mode

is presented.

In summary, this dissertation reports an integrated micro-channel cooling device.

The integrated on-chip EOF micropump is driven by a high-voltage generator using

post-processed deep-trench-isolated transistors. Having high reliability and high-voltage

output of the integrated high-voltage generators in microfluidic devices also enhances the

other applications such as point-of-care devices and one-chip micro total analysis systems.

The cooling demonstration using micro-channel devices indicates the future integration of

these devices into power-consuming circuit chips, including a processor and 3DICs.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1. Three-dimensional Stacked Integrated Circuit

Large-scale-integrated (LSI) circuits using metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect

transistors (MOSFETs) have rapidly been developed by scaling the transistors following the

Dennard’s scaling law. Scaling of the transistors has not only improved the performance

of LSI circuits by increasing the number of transistors on a chip but also reduced the

power consumption. However, as the leak current is drastically increased during the scaling

down, the power consumption is no longer reducible. Although new structures such as

multi-gate transistors are proposed and now commercially used [1], power consumption

is still substantial. Moreover, the fabrication of smaller transistors such as 7 nm-nodes

requires the latest technology, such as extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography. It causes an

increase in manufacturing cost per die and the number of fabrication steps. Consequently,

the development of LSI circuits by scaling transistors is now quite challenging.

Despite the issue, there is a lot of demands for higher-performance chips to process

a large amount of data for high-performance computing and graphics applications. The
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

demand is especially apparent in memory devices such as dynamic random access memory

(DRAM) and flash memories. To meet the demand, the data rate per pin of DRAM chips

has increased to increase the bandwidth. However, it is hard to increase the data rate per pin

more than 10 GB/s. Although multiple DRAM chips are used to obtain higher bandwidth,

power consumption is extremely high in such a system. Moreover, the data congestion

and degradation are considerable due to long wiring on a printed circuit board (PCB) is

substantial.

To resolve these issues, three-dimensional stacked integrated circuits (3DIC) is a

promising technology. 3DIC is a vertically stacked device, which is composed of several dies

and interconnected using through-silicon-via (TSV). 3DIC technology has been improving

interconnect performance and power dissipation. Besides, this technology allows us to

increase the number of I/Os. While the conventional DRAM such as GDDR4 DRAM has

32 I/Os, wide I/O and high-bandwidth memory (HBM) have achieved 512 and 1024 I/Os,

respectively [2],[3]. Due to the lots of I/Os, the bandwidth of Wide IOs and HBM in [3] are

reached 68.2 GB/s on a processor and 307 GB/s next to a processor. In the latest graphics

processing unit (GPU), such stacked DRAM chips are used and connected to a processing

chip through silicon interposer in a package called system-in-package (2.5DIC). A GPU

company expects the processing chip is also stacked with DRAM and other chips [4].

1.2. Thermal Issues in 3DICs

The 3DIC technology is still developed by increasing the number of stacked chips and

thinning the stacked chips. On the other hand, as this development decreases thermal

conductance, heat density in a device is sharply increased. There is a temperature difference

between chips and even in a chip [3]. In HBM2 DRAM chips, to compensate for the thermal
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distribution, each stacked chip is divided into eight banks, and each bank has a temperature

sensor. At a high-temperature bank, the refreshing rate is increased not to expire the storing

data. However, such operation increases power consumption more. Sadri compared the

refreshing rate under operating temperature between 2.5D DRAM chips and 3D DRAM

chips [5], In 3DIC, the refresh rate is significantly higher than that of 2.5DIC because of the

high thermal resistance. It causes a shorter lifetime of 3D DRAM memory chips. Besides,

the maximum temperature of 3DIC is 120°C, which is exceptionally high compared to that

of 2.5DIC (less than 50°C). The high-temperature areas are called a hotspot, and 3DIC has

more hotspots than 2.5DIC. Tran et al. measured the temperature in 3DIC composed of one

DRAM chip and one logic chip [6]. In the logic chip, the highest temperature in a hotspot is

around 40°C higher than the other areas. Therefore, to enhance 3DIC development, cooling

down chips is essential.

1.2.1 Heat pipe and vapor chambers

Cooling LSI circuits is performed by transporting heat from hot area in a chip to cold area

outside the chip. The heat transfer is conventionally realized by vast metal bulk called a heat

sink having large thermal conductance. The heat sink is bonded using thermal interface

material (TIM). For higher power chips, liquid cooling is also used by circulating the liquid

into heat sinks using mechanical pumps. In these methods, it is quite difficult to placing

such vast components directly onto a chip. Even if a large heat sink can be put on a chip,

heat dissipation is not enough because the size of the chip is considerably smaller than the

heat sink. Consequently, the heat sink does not work effectively. Therefore, to utilize the

entire heat sink, a heat spreader is another essential component, which transports the heat

from the small chips to distant cooling components. As an effective heat spreader, heat
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pipes are typically used [7]. A heat pipe is made from high thermal conductive materials

such as copper and utilizes the phase transition to transfer the heat more effectively. In a heat

pipe, working fluid such as water is sealed, and is vaporized at the high temperature. The

vapor moves to the lower temperature end and is condensed into the fluid. The fluid returns

to the high-temperature area along with a wick by capillary forces. In principle, a heat pipe

does not require an external power supply to transfer heat. Therefore, this component is

commonly used in mobile devices, and a thinning heat pipe is required. However, thinning

a heat pipe causes interruption of fluid returning by the vapor fluid. Also, extending the

length of a heat pipe increases the fluid resistance. In order to improve the issues, a loop

heat pipe (LHP) is invented [8]. In an LHP, vapor and liquid fluids circulate along one

direction, and the wick is only placed in the liquid returning area. By using this technology,

Shioga realized 1 mm LHP [9]. However, the thinning LHP is still hard since LHP also

utilizes the capillary forces. Besides, such a component is almost bulky copper, and it

is quite challenging to integrate them with 3DIC. Although chip-level silicon LHPs such

as [10] have also been studied using MEMS technology, a cooling area in a chip is so

limited that it is hard to implement into 3DIC in such a device.

For obtaining a higher heat exchange rate in the chip-level cooling, a vapor chamber is

also utilized. A vapor chamber is similar to a heat pipe, but thermal dissipation occurs

two-dimensionally. He fabricated a 1.3 mm-thick silicon vapor chamber using micro

electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology [11] shown in Fig. 1.2, and Liang fabricated

a 0.75 mm-thick vapor chamber by coating copper powder to silicon micro-channels [12].

However, these devices are still thick and hard to implement between stacked chips in 3DIC

since they require large volume at the chip backside.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.1: Schematic of (a) a conventional heat pipe [7] (b) Schematic Of a looped heat pipe
(LHP) [8].

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.2: Schematic of (a) a working principle of vapor chamber [11] and (b) silicon vapor
chamber bonded to a heating test chip [11].

1.2.2 Thermo-electric cooler (TEC)

Even though the heat pipes and vapor chambers can transfer heat from the top of the

3DIC, these components are not developed to integrate into 3DIC. Therefore, as the

number of stacked chips increases, the thermal distribution in 3DIC is degraded more,

and hotspots appear. These hotspots degrade the performance of a processor and decrease
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.3: Schematic of (a) Schematic of commercial thermoelectric cooler using bulk
materials on ceramic substrates and (b) the electronic package integrated with TEC cooler
[13].

the lifetime [14].

In order to decrease the hotspots effectively, hotspot-cooling devices have been studied.

Thermo-electric cooler (TEC) is considered as an effective way to cool the hotspots. TEC

is composed of Peltier devices, which create a heat flux at the PN junctions. The most

significant advantage of a TEC is the direction of the heat flux. As it has the vertical heat

flux, TEC can dissipate the heat from hotspots to the upper floors. Besides, as TEC can be

fabricated by the semiconductor technology, the compatibility to 3DICs is high. Redmod

realized a TEC for hotspots in 3DIC [13]. They demonstrated a TEC could cool down

hotspots in 3DICs more effectively than a bulk copper heat spreader. However, a TEC

requires current larger than 8 A, and consumes massive power itself. Therefore, active

cooling at junctions of the Peltier devices is required.
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Top side Back side

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1.4: (a) Schematic drawing of the embedded radial microchannel cooling structures
for a 3D chip stack. (b) Schematic of a heating chip that simulates cores, background as
well as hotspots. On the backside of the chip, radial fluidic paths are embedded [15]. (c)
The system diagram of the test setup used in [15]. Blue and red lines represent the flow
tubing.

1.2.3 Micro-channel cooling

Forced liquid cooling in micro-channels has also gotten attention. The micro-channels are

fabricated by microfluidic technology. The original micro-channel convection demonstrated

the removal of 790 W from a 1 cm2 Si chip by Tuckeman and Pease [16]. One of the most

significant advantages of the micro-channel cooling is the low volume required at the chip

backside. This characteristic is different from the other cooling methods, which require

large volume at the backside of cooling components. While droplet cooling devices using

digital micro-channel technology known as electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) can also

achieve the high cooling effect [17], these devices still require sophisticated control and

optimization to be applied into 3DICs. The thickness of micro-channel cooling devices can

be reduced up to less than 100 µm, and these devices facilitate integration into 3DICs. Dang

developed an interconnecting method of micro-channels in 3DICs using polymer fluidic

vias [18]. They also developed an integration method of micro-channels at the backside of
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Table 1.1: Comparison of cooling ability.

Shioga
[9]

Hale [17] He [11]
Redmond
[13]

Dang [18]
Zhang
[21]

Kudo [20]

Principle Heatpipe
Heatpipe
with
EWOD

Vapor
chamber

TEC
Micro
channel

Micro
channel

Micro
channel

Thermal resistance
(K ·cm2/W)

0.56 0.0175 1 ↓ 9 ℃ 0.48 0.269 1.6

Maximum heat flux
(W/cm2)

8.6 250 15 100 212 – 180

Thickness (mm) 1 4 1.3 0.1 0.07 0.2 0.2
Material Cu Si Si Si Si Si Si
Power saving ✓✓ ✓(>50 V) ✓✓ 7 ✓ ✓ ✓(>40 V)
Stand alone Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
3D integrity 7 ✓ ✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

heating chips [15]. They stacked the micro-channel cooling chip on a chip of test structures

composed of thermometer and heaters intimating multi-core processors, and heat flux of

340 W/cm2 is cooled down by 4°C using dielectric coolant. However, such micro-channel

cooling methods require a large bulky liquid circulating system such as a pump, condenser,

and chiller. These components not only occupy lots of space but also have low reliability

of working, known as the bathtub curve. To decrease the size of the cooling components

and failure rate, previous studies have developed closed-loop cooling devices, such as [19]

and [20]. Table 1.1 shows the comparison of cooling ability. It also shows micro-channel

cooling has a high potential for cooling of 3DIC.

1.3. Micropump

Microfluidic technology based on micro electromechanical systems (MEMS)

technologies has garnered considerable interest for several applications during several

decades [22]–[24]. This technology is used to fabricate lab-on-chip (LOC) devices and

micro total analysis systems (µTAS), which can replace the bulky laboratory equipment.
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For the closed-loop cooling devices, active components such as micropumps are essential.

Several researchers have been developing micropumps for use in lots of applications,

including cooling electronic devices. Most micropumps can be divided into two groups

[25]: One group is mechanical micropumps, which has reciprocating mechanical moving

structures. The principle of these micropumps employs a pump chamber encapsulated

by a thin membrane (diaphragm) Oscillating movement of the diaphragm pushes the

liquid in the chamber and generates a flow. These diagrams are driven by some MEMS

actuators, including electrostatic [26], piezoelectric [27], thermopneumatic [28], and

electromagnetic [29] actuators, as shown in Fig. 1.5a–Fig. 1.5d, respectively. As these

actuators have high actuation forces, the micropumps based on these mechanical actuators

generate a comparatively high flow-rate and pressure. However, the flow generated by the

mechanical pumps commonly has periodic volume changes depending on the diaphragm.

Moreover, an air gap is required around the micropump for the diaphragms to move. The

air gap causes thermal isolation and degrades heat dissipation.

The other group of micropumps is dynamic continuous flow micropumps. Instead

of mechanical actuation, these micropumps generate flow by quite different principles

such as electrohydrodynamic (EHD) [30], [32]–[35], magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) [31],

electroosmotic flow (EOF) [36]–[48], as shown in Fig. 1.5e, Fig. 1.5f, and Fig. 1.6,

respectively. These micropumps are based on interactions between the fluid and an

electromagnetic field.

EHD micropumps are based on electrostatic forces with ions in dielectric fluids. These

ions are injected from electrodes by the applied large electric field. Because of the injection

of ions from electrodes by electromigration, EHD micropumps require extra-high voltages.

Moreover, working fluids of EHD micropumps are commonly dielectric fluids, which have

9
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 1.5: Schematic of (a) electrostatic [26], (b) piezoelectric [27], (c)
thermopneumatic [28], (d) electromagnetic [29], (e) electrohydrodynamic (EHD) [30],
and (f) electroosmotic flow (EOF) micropumps [31].
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E, V, ζ∝

Zeta  
potential 
ζ

D
is

ta
nc

e

Ψs

Electrolytic 
solutionChannel

Potential

(a)

VEOF

(b)

Stern layer

Diffuse layeruEOF

Fig. 1.6: (a) Schematic of the principle of EOF. EOF drives the movement of ions, which
in turn induces the movement of the conductive fluid. The flow rate is proportional to the
applied electric field and zeta potential. (b) Variation of electrostatic potential as a function
of distance. ψs is a surface potential of a micro-channel.

lower thermal conductivity than water. Besides, EHD utilizes electromigration at electrodes

to generate ions. It damages electrodes, and long-term reliability is low.

On the other hand, MHD and EOF micropumps can actuate conductive fluids. MHD

micropumps are based on Lorentz force on the liquid and induce flow with low voltage.

However, they require external magnets on the top and bottom sides of the micropumps.

In 3DICs, such external magnets might cause undesirable noises. Therefore, MHD

micropumps are not suitable for cooling micropumps.

EOF is an electrokinetic phenomenon based on a surface potential called zeta potential

[37], [38]. This phenomenon is defined as the movement of the ions induced by the applied

electric field, which in turn causes the movement of the conductive fluid. Due to the

principle, the conductive liquid and the negative charge along the channel wall are required.

Fig 1.6 shows the principle of EOF along with the variation of electrostatic potential as a

function of distance. When a solid surface comes into contact with a conductive liquid, the

interfacial charge on the solid surface rearranges the free ions in the liquid. The interfacial
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region, along with the charged surface, is known as the electrical double layer (EDL). Zeta

potential is the electrostatic potential of EDL at the boundary between the ion-immobile

layer (Stern layer) and the ion-movable layer (diffuse layer). The EOF velocity (uEOF) is

proportional to the applied electric field and the zeta potential and can be expressed as

uEOF = −εrε0ζ

µ
E (1.1)

where εr is the relative dielectric constant of the liquid, E is the applied electric field

strength, ζ is the zeta potential of the microfluidic walls, and µ is the viscosity of the

liquid. In principle, an EOF micropump is only composed of a pair of electrodes that are

used to apply the electric field, and it does not require any movable mechanical structure.

As EOF micropumps utilize ions induced by the surface charges, the long-term reliability

is higher than EHD micropumps. Furthermore, while EHD micropumps can only use

dielectric liquid, EOD micropumps can use conductive liquid, which commonly has higher

heat capacity than dielectric liquid. Besides, the EOF micropumps are composed of only

electrodes in a micro-channel and do not require spaces for pumping elements such as

diaphragm in mechanical micropumps and magnets in MHD micropumps. Therefore, lots

of researchers have studied about use of the EOF micropumps for LSI cooling [20],[47],[48].

1.4. Improving methods of EOF micropumps

In micro-channels, Raynolds number is typically low. In such hydrodynamics, the fluid

velocities are proportional to the applied pressure. Therefore, the equation relating to flow

rate Q and pressure difference ∆p is expressed as

∆p = RhydQ (1.2)

12
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where Rhyd is the hydrodynamic resistance of the micro-channels [49]. This equation is

similar to Ohm’s law, and Q is equivalent to the current, and ∆p is equivalent to the voltage

difference. However, the relationship between hydrodynamic resistance Rhyd and channel

dimensions is not homogeneous. In rectangle channel, for instance, Rhyd is expressed as

Rhyd = 12µL{H3W − 192
π5 H4

∞∑
m=0

(2m + 1)−5tanh[ (2m + 1)πW
2H

]}−1 (1.3)

' 12µL
H3(W − 0.6H)

' 12µ
L

H3W
(H << W) (1.4)

where L is the length, W is the width, H is the height of the channel. µ is the viscosity of

the fluid.

Figure 1.7 shows the equivalent circuits of an EOF micropump in a rectangle

micro-channel, where Rhyd,EOF is hydrodynamic resistance of the EOF micropump, and

∆p is pressure difference between the inlet and outlet [50]. When ∆p = 0, the flow rate

QEOF is expressed as

QEOF = uEOF · W · H. (1.5)

Rhyd,EOF 
ΔpEOF

Q 

Δpext

(a) (b)

Δpext

L

VEOF

ΔpEOF,QEOFH

Fig. 1.7: (a) Condition of an EOF micropump and (b) Hydrodynamic equivalent circuit of
the EOF micropump.
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From the Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.4, the generated pressure difference ∆pEOF is expressed as

∆pEOF =
εrε0ζVEOFWH

µ
· 12µ

H3W
(1.6)

=
12ϵζVEOF

H2 =
12ϵζEaL

H2 . (1.7)

Therefore, from Fig. 1.7 and Eq. 1.1 and 1.7, there are three methods to increase both

flow rate QEOF and the generated pressure difference ∆pEOF; One method is connecting

micropumps in series, and the other method is increasing the applied voltage VEOF.

The first method is previously studied by Takamura et al. [51]. They demonstrated a

series-connected EOF micropump generating 25 kPa by applying a low voltage of 16 V.

However, these series-connecting methods must generate indirection EOF flow, as shown

in Fig. 1.8. Moreover, the loss of applied voltage to the liquid caused by chemical reactions

is relatively large compared to the applied voltages. Therefore, the series-connection of

low voltage EOF micropumps is not enough to obtain a high flow rate.

・・・

Narrow 
channel

Wide
channel

Δp1 Δp1 Δp1

Δp2 Δp2 Δp2

Inlet Outlet

(a) (b)

Rhyd,narrow

Δp1−Δp2

Rhyd,wide
+

Rhyd,narrow

Δp1−Δp2

Rhyd,wide
+

Rhyd,narrow

Δp1−Δp2

Rhyd,wide
+

・
・
・

Unit

Voltage losses are caused 
by chemical reactions 
at electrodes.

Unit

Fig. 1.8: (a) Series-connected EOF micropump proposed by Takamura [51] and (b)
hydrodynamic equivalent circuit of the EOF micropump.
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On the other hand, increasing applied voltages is a straightforward method. It can increase

the flow rate with a simple structure of an EOF micropump. Therefore, high voltages are

commonly applied to EOF micropumps. Compared to mechanical micropumps, which

conventionally require at most 200 V, dynamic continuous micropumps require higher

voltages than 200 V (in some cases over 800 V). Due to the high voltages, micropumps

are typically driven by another external high-voltage power supply. The requirement of

high-voltage power supply has prevented the integration of micropumps into 3DICs since

these high voltages are higher than maximum voltages of commonly-used TSVs.

The last method to increase the performance of EOF micropumps is improving the

zeta potential, which is changed by the solid surface and solution state. However, as the

conventional method cannot measure the surface charge without breaking the fabricated

device, the real zeta potential has not been measured. Due to the issue, although there are

previous studies that demonstrated the electrical control of the zeta potential to change the

EOF direction [52], [53], they did not measure the zeta potential.

1.5. Scope of This Dissertation

The objective of this research is to develop a cooling device having an on-chip micropump

with the following features: (i) high flow rate and long-term reliability; (ii) integrated

on-chip high voltage generator to drive the micropump; (iii) single low-voltage power

supply; (iv) CMOS compatibility, especially for 3DICs using a commercial foundry CMOS

process. This dissertation effort encompasses the design, fabrication, and experimental

studies of the integrated cooling device.

To increase the flow rate of the EOF micropump, we focus on increasing the applied

voltage and surface investigation of micro-channels. The proposed integrated device is
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composed of a high-voltage generator and an EOF micropump, as shown in Fig. 1.9. Firstly,

the high-voltage circuit using standard CMOS transistors and MEMS post-process has been

developed to demonstrate our method for increasing maximum voltages of transistors,

which can help to design high-voltage circuits using the same technology. The technology

employs a standard CMOS process on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and a MEMS

post-process that isolates a transistor from each other. The MEMS post-process has been

investigated using test structures, which also can be used to optimize a dry-release process

of MEMS structures. Then, the novel zeta potential measurement sensor is developed for

the surface investigation. Finally, the flow rate and cooling performance of the device were

investigated, and future development is discussed.

1.6. Novelty and Influence

The novelties of this dissertation are summarized below: (i) A high voltage generator

using standard CMOS technology and MEMS post-process is proposed; (ii) on-chip
Heat source

LSI Circuit

External power supply

Inregrated 
HV generator

EOF
micropump

High voltage

Micro-channel

Proposed device

High pressure flow

Low voltage

Cooling by flow

Fig. 1.9: Schematic of the proposed integrated cooling device. By using the integrated
high-voltage generator, EOF micropump can be driven effectively.
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integration of an EOF micropump with the high voltage generator is proposed. (iii)

non-invasive zeta potential measurement method is proposed; (iv) cooling performance

of an integrate EOF micropump is investigated using CMOS technology.

The influences of this dissertation are mainly on microfluidic technology and LSI-cooling

technology. The proposed integration of the high-voltage generator enables us to use

microfluidic devices only using a low-voltage power supply. This advantage leads to

reduce the device size and accelerate the development of portable active microfluidic chips

having microfluidic actuators such as micropumps. In LSI cooling, the integration of a

high-voltage generator is a large impact since it enables us to integrate micropumps in

cooling micro-channels. Besides, the detailed investigation of the cooling performance of

an on-chip integrated EOF micropump and lead us to develop thinner cooling devices. It

allows us to embed the cooling devices where we cannot integrate them, such as in 3DICs.

1.7. Thesis Organization

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters, as illustrated in Fig. 1.10. The outline

of the chapters is given below.

In Chapter 1, the background and motivation for this work are provided along with a

review of prior cooling devices of LSI circuits and micropumps. In Chapter 2, an overview

of MEMS post-process for the high-voltage transistors is discussed, and also test structures

to investigate the MEMS post-process is presented. In Chapter 3, a 30-V high-voltage

switch is presented to demonstrate the use of the post-processed high-voltage transistors.

And then, a high-voltage generator using the post-processed high-voltage transistors is

presented, and the characteristic of the circuit is investigated. In Chapter 4, the author

has discussed design, fabrication, analysis of the on-chip integrated EOF micropump. In
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Chapter 5, a zeta potential measurement sensor is discussed to predict the performance of

an EOF micropump. In Chapter 6, the cooling efficiency of the proposed device and higher

flow rate device is investigated, and then the future development is discussed. In Chapter

7, the conclusions that can be drawn from the dissertation work are presented along with

the author’s contributions and thoughts on future research directions.

Chapter 2:
Dry Release

Chapter 3:
Mesa-Isolated

HV switch & generator

Chapter 4:
On-Chip Integrated

EOF micropump

Chapter 5:
Zeta Potential

Measurement Sensor

Chapter 1:
Introduction

Chapter 6: Cooling Measurement

Chapter 7: Conclusions

Fig. 1.10: The outline of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
Process Investigation of
Post-Processed DTI

Some of the text and the materials of this chapter are based on the articles of the author’s
group entitled “A Review on Increasing of Breakdown Voltage of Standard CMOS LSI
Circuits by MEMS Post-Process” published in IEEJ Transactions on Sensors and
Micromachines, Vol. 138, Issue 7, pp. 319–326, 2018, and “Test Structures for End-Point
Visualization of All-Plasma Dry Release of Deep-RIE MEMS Devices and Application to
Release Process Modal Analysis” published in IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor
Manufacturing, Vol. 30, Issue 3, pp. 201-208, 2017.

2.1. High Voltage CMOS Technologies

The microfluidic technology has been mainly developed to fabricate lab-on-chip (LOC)

devices and micro total analysis systems (µTAS), which can replace the bulky laboratory

equipment. Further, these miniaturized platforms facilitate the analysis with a small amount

of reagent, while saving the measurement time as well. Due to these advantages, the

microfluidic devices are now commonly used in chemical [54] and biological analysis

[55]–[57].

The heterogeneous integration of microfabricated components in microfluidic devices
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has been implemented to develop more complex LOC devices for point-of-care (POC)

testing. This integration not only miniaturizes essential equipment such as pumps, valves,

and huge microscopes but also provides new functionality in LOC, such as resistive flow

sensors [58], [59], and droplet manipulation [60] using microelectrodes. Notably, the

integration of complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) large-scale-integrated

(LSI) circuits has enabled several novel and informative functions in LOC devices. For

example, LOC chips fabricated by the CMOS technology can themselves transfer and

manage the detected data using processors and wireless communication circuits [61].

Besides, integrated electronic sensors fabricated by this technology enable LOC devices to

analyze and monitor the reagent. For instance, CMOS image sensors [62] and single-photon

avalanche diodes (SPAD) have been integrated to realize fast flow cytometry [63] and

fluorescence imaging [64] for monitoring fluid particles in fluid without a large microscope.

Moreover, CMOS technology, which is based on the principle of transistors, enables

microfluidic devices to analyze the reagent by optical detectors as well as electrical and

mechanical detectors such as pH sensors known as ion-sensitive FETs (ISFETs) [65] and

integrated flow meter [66]. Therefore, CMOS LSI circuits play a significant role in LOC

devices.

CMOS LSI technology has been used to develop microactuators as well. The actuators

can be fabricated on ready-made CMOS LSI wafers by post-processing, and the integration

facilitates the implementation of more complicated functions in LOC devices [67]. Among

microfluidic actuators, micropumps are one of the essential active components in µTAS,

which have been developed by CMOS integration. Mainly, electroosmotic flow (EOF)

micropumps are widely used in many applications [38], [68] ranging from µTAS systems

[43] to cooling of integrated circuits [47], [48] because of their simple structure.
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MEMS Micropump
(electrostatic, 
piezoelectric , 

thermopneumatic)

Electroosmotic flow
micropump

0
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(V)

Deep N-well
isolation

Polysilicon diode

CMOS/LDMOS
HV process 

Post-processed DTI
(This work)

No body bias effect
Boosting gain is 
degraded by body bias effect.

No body bias effect

Standard 
CMOS Technology

Standard CMOS + MEMS Post-process

(a)

(b)

Logic circuits 

Fig. 2.1: (a) Operation voltages of MEMS and microfluidic actuators. (b) Comparison
between the existing CMOS technologies accessible through foundry companies and this
work.

However, the driving circuits of EOF micropumps have not been integrated or

miniaturized yet. This issue is mainly due to the large difference between the maximum

voltage of standard CMOS circuits and the voltage needed to drive EOF micropumps.

While EOF micropumps typically require voltages higher than 40 V up to several 100 V to

obtain enough flow rate, the supply voltage of standard CMOS LSI circuits is 5 V, as shown

in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.2 shows the cross-sectional view of a typical N-channel MOSFET on P-substrate
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P Substrate

N+ N+

S DG

Breakdown
at the gate oxide

Breakdown
at a parasitic 
PN junction

Fig. 2.2: Cross-sectional view of a standard MOSFET. When a high-voltage is applied,
breakdown occurs at the gate oxide and the PN junction between N-diff and P-substrate.

N+
P
N-

N+

Gate Metal
Gate Oxide

Source

Channel 

Drain

Fig. 2.3: Cross-sectional view of a DMOS transistor. The drain terminal is placed at the
back-gate.

S DG

P-substrate

N-P+
N+ N+

Fig. 2.4: Cross-sectional view of an LDMOS transistor. As an original DMOS is a vertical
structure to reduce the electric field intensity, the channel of LDMOS was extended in
planar. Also, all layers are compatible with the standard CMOS process.
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fabricated by standard CMOS technology. The source and drain terminals are formed by

N-type doping into the P-substrate. Between the source (or drain) terminal and P-substrate,

a PN junction is formed, which sustains the reverse bias voltage. The maximum voltage of

MOSFETs is typically determined by the breakdown of the PN junction diode. When the

bias voltage is large, the depletion layer extends and reaches the source terminal from the

drain terminal. After that, the bias voltage is only applied to the depletion layer. Finally,

the breakdown occurs at the drain terminal. At the same time, when the bias voltage is

considerably higher than the gate-source voltage (Vgs), the breakdown of the gate insulator

occurs. Therefore, to sustain high voltages, preventing these breakdown is essential.

One method to realize high-voltage MOSFETs is increasing the breakdown voltages.

These MOSFETs are called diffused MOS (DMOS) (Fig. 2.3) and lateral DMOS (LDMOS)

(Fig. 2.4) and widely used in industrial HV CMOS technologies [69]–[71]. DMOS was

firstly invented; an additional lightly N-type doped layer (N-layer) was introduced. In

DMOS, the lightly doped N-layer and long gate length moderate the electric field to prevent

breakdown, and VDD can be increased. As current passes the lightly doped N-layer to

the drain terminal, these diffused MOS transistors can be expressed as the MOSFET and

resistance connected to the drain terminal. LDMOS also has the lightly doped N-layer to

moderate the electric field. However, while DMOS has a vertical structure, LDMOS is a

planar structure. Besides, as all layers can be fabricated by the standard CMOS technology,

LDMOS transistors are now widely used in commercial HV CMOS technology in a foundry.

However, although these devices can hold HV, the typical threshold voltages (Vth) of these

HV CMOS transistors are substantially larger than those of standard CMOS transistors.

Large Vth causes switching loss in switching circuits and degrades voltage increment in

HV booster, such as charge pumps. Moreover, the fabrication cost of these transistors is
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considerably higher than standard CMOS transistors.

Another method to hold HV is improving isolation methods between transistors. In

this method, instead of increasing the breakdown voltages of transistors, high voltages

are divided into small voltages less than breakdown voltages by connecting transistors

in a series. The breakdown of PN-junctions between the doped terminals and substrate

is also inhibited by changing body bias voltages of transistors. However, this method

cannot be performed using standard CMOS technology. Figure 2.5a is series-connected

typical N-channel MOSFETs fabricated by standard CMOS technology. As the substrate of

transistors is common as GND, a breakdown between the substrate and the drain terminal

occurs. Figure 2.5b shows the series-connected MOSFETs isolated by triple-well isolation

(deep N-well isolation). This method isolates the transistors by the reverse biased diodes

between P-substrate and deep N-well layers (DDNW\Psub). However, the maximum voltage

of the deep N-well isolation in standard CMOS technology is less than 40 V. Moreover,

even diodes for isolating HV transistor areas from standard low voltages transistors in HV

CMOS technologies have around 300 V. To hold higher voltages, physical isolation between

transistors called deep-trench-isolation (DTI) is proposed, as shown in Fig. 2.5c. This

technology utilizes a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, and trenches formed deep reactive

ion etching (DRIE). A transistor is isolated from each other by trenches and a buried-oxide

(BOX) layer of an SOI wafer. This isolation can hold higher voltages than deep N-well

isolation. However, as a trench-forming process of conventional DTI is performed before

forming transistors, DTI increases some complicated fabrication steps such as embedding

the trenches by isolating materials, and surface planarization by chemical mechanical

polishing (CMP). Consequently, the fabrication cost to introduce conventional DTI is still

high.
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Fig. 2.5: (a) Series-connected standard NMOS transistors. Breakdown layers are
compatible with the standard CMOS process. occurs between parasitic diodes between
N-well and P-substrate (DNwell/Psub ) when a large voltage is applied. (b) Series-connected
deep N-well isolated transistors. Each transistor is electrically isolated by diodes between
deep N-well and P-substrate (DDNW/Psub ). This method can sustain around 30 V (10VDD).
(c) Series-connected deep-trench-isolated transistors. Each transistor is physically isolated.
This isolation can sustain a voltage greater than the breakdown voltage (> 700 V).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Mask Oxide
Si substrate

PECVD oxide
Mask Oxide
Si substrate

Fig. 2.6: Process flow of the original SCREAM process. (a) DRIE of Si substrate and
forming MEMS structures. (b) Depositing surface-protecting oxide layer using PECVD.
(c) Removing the bottom oxide layer and then DRIE. (d) SF6 isotropic etching to release
movable structures.

(a) (b) (c)Removing protection 
only at the bottom
by anisotropic etching

Releasing MEMS 
structure by 
isotropic etching

Protecting side-wall

Fig. 2.7: Principle of the single-mask dry-release process of SOI MEMS by plasma etching
[72].
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To reduce the fabrication cost and steps, we have developed post-processed DTI (also

called as mesa isolation). Post-processed DTI can be performed after the fabrication of

CMOS transistors on an SOI wafer. One of the significant advantages of the post-processed

DTI is that CMOS components are fabricated by standard CMOS technology at a

commercial foundry without changing any processes. Owing to the low cost of the CMOS

fabrication, fabrication cost of post-processed DTI can be suppressed, though this method

requires an SOI wafer that is more expensive than a bulk silicon wafer. This method has

been developed from a MEMS dry-releasing method called single-crystal-silicon reactive

etching and metalization (SCREAM) proposed by Shaw [73].

SCREAM process is commonly known as a CMOS-compatible MEMS-forming method

without using damaging processes to CMOS components. This method can remove

the remaining silicon under the structures by isotropic etching. Typically, for releasing

MEMS structures, a so-called sacrificial layer under the movable structure is used [74].

Selective removal of the sacrificial layer releases the movable structure from the substrate.

Several variants have been proposed so far, depending on the structural materials, sacrificial

materials, etchant, etching phase (liquid or gas), drying (anti-sticking) method, and etching

process (from one side or both sides). The simplest and most widely method for the

liquid-phase release of silicon structure employs silicon dioxide (SiO2) as a sacrificial layer

and hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution as a release etchant. The most severe problem with the

method is sticking: the structure occasionally sticks to the substrate owing to the meniscus

force of the rinsing liquids. The rinsing procedure is finished with low-surface-tension

liquids to solve the sticking problem, such as by replacing HF by isopropanol, sometimes in

combination with the liquid replacement of other phases, such as a freeze-drying technique

based on sublimation [75] or a supercritical drying method using carbon dioxide [76].
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An alternative is to perform gas-phase releasing, such as SiO2 etching using vapor-phase

HF [77], [78]. Plasma in reactive ion etching (RIE) apparatus can also be used as a release

etchant. A digital micromirror device (DMD) commonly uses dry plasma release. Oxygen

plasma is used to remove an organic sacrificial layer to release metallic structures [79].

SCREAM process utilizes the SF6 isotropic plasma etching to release MEMS structures.

Figure 2.6 shows the original SCREAM process to form released MEMS structures. First,

the MEMS structures are formed by DRIE. And then, the SiO2 layer is deposited using a

chemical vapor deposition (CVD). After that, the bottom SiO2 is removed by DRIE. Finally,

isotropic etching is performed, and the movable MEMS structures are released by removing

the backside silicon. All the processes are CMOS-compatible, and SCREAM enabled us

to form the MEMS structures on CMOS-fabricated wafers.

To realize more reliable and CMOS-compatible processes, Morishita firstly developed

the SCREAM method. [72], as shown in 2.7. They used C4F8 as a surface protecting

layer, and SF6 for etching silicon. For isotropic silicon etching, XeF2 gas etching is also

possible [80]. The XeF2 etching has a high selectivity for silicon and may decrease the

amount of unintended etching. However, the release method requires another process step

involving extra equipment. In contrast to XeF2 etching, C4F8 and SF6 plasma species

can be used for DRIE and do not require additional equipment. They firstly applied this

method for releasing MEMS structures on a CMOS wafer, and then applied this method for

post-processed DTI. Figure 2.8 shows the post-processed DTI by the dry releasing method.

By applying the isotropic etching, this approach can separate the HV circuits fabrication

into two parts: “reliable transistor fabrication in a foundry” and “adding new functionality

in a university cleanroom,” as shown in Fig. 2.9. This separation increases the reliability

and functionality of standard transistors. Hirakawa demonstrated that series post-processed
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Fig. 2.8: Principle of post-processed DTI.

DTI transistors could hold 800 V [81]. Table 2.1 shows HV CMOS methods. It is evident

here that the post-processed DTI is an effective method to hold HV using CMOS transistors.

However, to realize the post-processed DTI, the isotropic etching requires careful

optimization. To isolate a transistor from each other completely, the remaining silicon

under the LSI wiring has to be fully etched. On the other hand, if the time of the isotropic

etching process is too long, the etching causes the damage of the transistor, as shown in
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CMOS fabricated 
through a foundry company.
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Fig. 2.9: Proposed methodology of new functionalization of reliable LSIs fabricated at an
LSI foundry.

Table 2.1: Comparison of mentioned high-voltage CMOS circuits.

Endurance
Voltage (V) Device Isolation Process Cost Accessibility

Standard
CMOS 1.8-5 CMOS

FET
Common
substrate

Standard
CMOS

Very
Low ✓✓

Tarui 1000 DMOS Deep N-well
isolation

HV
CMOS High 7

Sloan 300 LDMOS Deep N-well
isolation

HV
CMOS High 7

Shiraki >700 LDMOS DTI HV
CMOS High 7

Hirakawa
[81] >700 CMOS

FET
Post-processed
DTI

Standard
CMOS Low ✓
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Fig. 2.10.

The optimization of the isotropic etching is also crucial for releasing MEMS structures.

In the case of MEMS releasing, a difficulty is finding the right balance between the C4F8

fluorocarbon protective layer thickness, the anisotropic etching time employed to remove

the bottom fluorocarbon layer, and the isotropic release etching time. The release etching

time is an essential parameter to be adjusted: it must be sufficiently long to release the

structures entirely but must be sufficiently short so that the mask and the side-wall protective

fluorocarbon layer are not etched away by the ion bombardment. Without the optimization

of this parameter, the releasing process will result in severe damage to the MEMS structure,

as shown in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12. The absorption at the side-wall is known as the lag effect

and is more pronounced [82], [83] for the DRIE etched high-aspect-ratio microstructures

(HARMS). Therefore, to use the isotropic etching for dry-releasing of MEMS structures,

the damage to the protective layer by ion bombardment and the pattern dependence of the

etching behavior at the bottom of the trench should be quantitatively investigated.

In both cases of the post-processed DTI and the MEMS release, the difficulty of the

isotropic etching is the dependence of the undercutting speed on the size of the etching hole

openings. Owing to the nature of HARMS, the undercutting process cannot be observed

directly from the surface. Such investigation has been carried out destructively, i.e., by

cleaving the etched wafer followed by SEM observation of the cross-sectional view, as

shown in Fig. 2.13. However, as this measurement method allows us to observe the sample

per sample, the sample preparation takes a long time. If such an investigation could be

nondestructive, process development would be significantly accelerated. Therefore, we

developed test structures that would make the process observable from the surface.

In this chapter, we subsequently discuss two topics. The first topic is a test structure that
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Fig. 2.10: Failure caused by too long isotropic etching in post-processed DTI. The isotropic
etching reaches doped terminals and damages transistors

Unintended etching

Fig. 2.11: Unintended etching occurs at some locations under unsuitable plasma conditions,
adversely affecting the device performance.

MEMS is broken 
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Only deposited
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Fig. 2.12: SEM image of MEMS actuator whose silicon structure was etched entirely away
during dry release owing to insufficient passivation.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.13: (a) Conventional process optimization method by cross-sectional observation of
samples. As the sample is broken, lithography and etching processes are required at every
experiment. (b) Proposed process optimization method by optical-microscope observation.
As the sample is not broken, the additional etching can be possible using the measured
wafer.

can be used to visualize undercut etching at the bottom of deep-etched trenches as well as

to asses the damage caused by the process only with an optical microscope. The second

topic deals with etching modes. During the investigation of the bottom of the trenches,

we unexpectedly found another etching mode that appeared under the specific passivation

conditions. The release of structures can be achieved more rapidly as a result of a side-wall

directional etching due to the condensation of the plasma. A test structure to investigate the

threshold at which conventional isotropic etching changes to undercut directional etching

was therefore designed, and details of the etching mode obtained by both optical microscope

and scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation are presented.
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2.2. Test structures for end-point visualization

2.2.1 Design of the test structures

Four types of test structures were designed to investigate the release-end-point during

the optimization of process conditions using an optical microscope. Figure 2.14 shows

the designs and testing parameters. The first type of test structure is a square island

surrounded by a trench to extract the undercut etching rate (Fig. 2.14a). In our experiment,

the thicknesses of the SOI Si device layer and SiO2 buried oxide (BOX) layer were 9 µm

and 1 µm, respectively. The designed opening width (D) was varied from 1 µm (aspect

ratio of 9) to 9 µm (aspect ratio of 1) and 18 µm. The sizes of the islands (W) were 5

µm, 10 µm, and 20 µm. The second and third types of structures were the mesh and pillar

patterns with various sizes of gap (Figs. 2.14b and 2.14c), respectively, used to optimize the

etching rate of the movable structure for a given plasma density. Besides, to measure the

undercut etching from the side, we formed a comb (interdigitated rectangle) array with no

adjacent holes, small (W = 35 µm) holes, or large (W = 140 µm) holes as in figure caption

(Fig. 2.14d). The total area of all the test structures was 2.7 mm × 2.7 mm.

2.2.2 Fabrication

First, a 1-µm-thick layer of aluminum was sputtered on the 9 µm-thick device layer on

an SOI wafer. Then a 1-µm-thick EB resist was coated and patterned by direct EB writing.

The Al layer was etched by Cl2+ BCl3 plasma (Fig. 2.15a). As shown in Fig. 2.15b, DRIE

was performed to etch the structure using the Al layer as a mask. The BOX layer at the

bottom of the Si structure was subsequently etched by CHF3 plasma. For the protection

of the side-wall during the release, a thick fluorocarbon layer was deposited using C4F8
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Fig. 2.14: Designs of the test structures. The purpose of the square test structures in (a) is
to extract the undercut etching rate. The mesh pattern in (b) is used for damage assessment,
and the pillars in (c) enable the dependence of the etching rate on the gap size and SF6 and
C4F8 plasma coil power to be determined. The comb array with or without holes next to
the array in (d) is used to measure the undercut etching from the side.

plasma. The fluorocarbon over the BOX layer was removed by the ion bombardment of

SF6 plasma. Finally, MEMS structures were dry-released by isotropic etching by SF6

DRIE inductively-coupled plasma (ICP). To minimize ion bombardment damage during

the release step, zero bias was applied.
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Al (1 μm)

Si (9 μm)
SiO2 (1 μm)

Substrate

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2.15: Process flow of SOI MEMS structure fabrication by the single-mask release
method. (a) Direct patterning with rapid EB writer on a thick EB resist, followed by
Cl2 plasma etching of Al mask. (b) Silicon DRIE and BOX SiO2 etching. (c) Thick
fluorocarbon deposition for side-wall protection. (d) Bottom fluorocarbon removal by SF6
ion bombardment. (e) MEMS dry release by isotropic etching with SF6 ICP plasma under
zero substrate bias.

2.2.3 Results of dry release under two different sets of plasma

conditions

The most critical parameters for a successful release are related to the plasma conditions.

We investigated the ICP coil power and substrate bias as parameters under two sets of
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Fig. 2.16: (a) Optical microscope image of the test structure after 8.5 min of isotropic
etching under condition B (Table 2.2). The etched structures are observed. (b) and (c) SEM
image of the mesh structures; the mesh structures with the larger openings were etched more
deeply. The result indicates that the end of the release etching of movable mesh structures.
(c) SEM image of the pillar structures; fine-mesh structures were etched more deeply. The
result shows the pillar array with narrow openings was etched away, while the array with
large openings remained because of the thick fluorocarbon layer.
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experimental conditions (Table 2.2). Under condition A, a 1800 W ICP C4F8 plasma with

100 W substrate bias was used for fluorocarbon deposition, a 1800 W SF6 plasma with

100 W substrate bias was used for bottom fluorocarbon removal, and 1800 W SF6 plasma

with zero substrate bias was used for the dry release. In condition B, the ICP coil power

was reduced to 600 W, but the substrate bias was maintained at 100 W for fluorocarbon

removal, and an ICP power of 600 W with zero substrate bias was used for the dry release.

Under condition A, the coil power in the release step was too high, and all the mesh, square,

and pillar structures were either released or broken.

On the other hand, the test structures were successfully released under condition B. The

larger released structures, such as the mesh structure as shown in Fig. 2.14b toppled but

remained at the same location. Although some debris was released from the smaller test

structures, as shown in Figs. 2.14a and 2.14c, all of it remained within the test structure

area and did not affect other devices on the same wafer.

Figure 2.16 shows an optical microscope image of the test structures. The chip was etched

under plasma condition B, with a fluorocarbon deposition time of 3 min, a fluorocarbon

Table 2.2: Plasma conditions used in the experiments

Cond. A Cond. B

Fluorocarbon deposition
by C4F8

Coil (W) 1800 1800
Bias (W) 0 0

Time (min) 3 3
Flow Rate (sccm) 150 150

Removing bottom
fluorocarbon by SF6

Coil (W) 1800 600
Bias (W) 100 100

Time (min) 5.5 5.5
Flow Rate (sccm) 300 300

Releasing by SF6

Coil (W) 1800 600
Bias (W) 0 0

Time (min) 5.5 8.5
Flow Rate (sccm) 300 300
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Fig. 2.17: Undercut etching dependence on the island width W and trench width D under
condition B (Table 2.2). The larger the island width is, the more structures remained
unreleased. Also, the narrower the trench width is, the more structure remained unreleased.

removal step time of 5.5 min, and isotropic release time of 8.5 min.

Figure 2.16a shows the released square island test structures, observed as dark squares

under the optical microscope. The dependence of the structure release on the island width

W and DRIE trench gap D was observed by summarizing the results, as shown in Fig. 2.17:

all the structures having an island width of W = 5 µm were released, whereas some of the

structures with a larger island width and a narrower gap were not released.

Figure 2.16b shows an SEM image of the mesh structures. Analogous to the square

pattern, the full release was identified by the absence of mesh structures. It was also found
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Fig. 2.18: Undercut etching dependence on the size of pillar b and the distance between
pillars c under condition B (Table 2.2). As the ratio of c to b increased, the passivation
layer becomes thicker, and more structures remained.

that the substrate was etched more deeply for patterns with larger mesh holes. The SEM

image in Fig. 2.16c shows that the pillar structures were also completely released except in

the case of a 3 µm gap. The remaining pillars were also observed with an optical microscope,

as shown in Fig. 2.16a. From the summary of the pillar test structures in Fig. 2.18, the

dependence of the release on the opening ratio was analyzed. Only the structures having

the interval c = 18 µm remained. As the opening ratio, which is the ratio of the distance

between pillars c to the size of a pillar b increased, the passivation layer became thicker

and, more structures remained.
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2.3. Discovery of a new dry-release mode: side-wall

directional etching

2.3.1 Test structure for detection of the isotropic etching mode

In the observation of the released comb test structures, we found two types of isotropic

etching modes depending on the mask opening size and plasma deposition conditions.

Figure 2.19 and Fig. 2.20 show images of the two types of etching. Figure 2.19 shows the

classical isotropic etching mode with plasma condition A, where the entire substrate opening

is etched isotropically. For the post-processed DTI, this etching mode is suitable since the

entire silicon substrate requires to be etched. Figure 2.20 shows the newly discovered

etching mode under condition B: The middle of the large opening remains unetched, and

only the edges of the opening are etched. The new etching mode is useful for dry-release

processes since it preferentially progresses underneath the structure to be released. In other

words, the etching process can be defined as an undercut directional etching mode driven

by the unetched silicon island at the bottom of the opening.

As shown in Fig. 2.21, an undercut silicon island only appears for large openings. To

identify the pattern dependence, other line-and-space test structures were processed and

observed. Figure 2.22 shows the test structures after the DRIE process by 9 µm performed

under condition B. Figure 2.23 summarizes the pattern dependence of the etching mode.

The threshold at which the etching modes changes can be identified since the remaining

fluorocarbon layers were observed with an optical microscope. In the case of small openings,

the C4F8 deposition was small, and the etching occurred isotropically; on the other hand,

in the case of large openings, the etching mode became the undercut directional mode.
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Fig. 2.19: SEM image of structures etched by SF6 plasma under condition A, where the
entire substrate opening is etched isotropically.

 The comb structure shows the oversupply of the etching 
species (C4F8),which causes the undercut directional 
etching.
 

Fig. 2.20: SEM image of comb test structures shown in Fig. 2.14d etched by SF6 plasma
under condition B, where pronounced undercutting occurred, and the middle of the opening
was not etched.
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W=35 μm

L=231 μm

W=135 μm

L=231 μm

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.21: Optical microscope image of comb with the large openings released under
condition B. (a) With small openings (W=35 µm), the openings appear in black under
optical microscope observation. (b) With large openings (W=135 µm), the middle of the
openings remains, and only the contours of the openings appear in black.

2.3.2 Analysis of the two types of etching

Figure 2.24 and Fig. 2.25 show optical microscope and SEM images of etched trenches

after DRIE, CF4 passivation, and anisotropic etching under conditions A and B, respectively.

From the figures, it can be seen that the main difference between the two results is the bottom

aspect of the trench before isotropic etching. Under condition A, the middle bottom of the

trench was etched, as shown in Fig. 2.24. In contrast, only the edges of the trench were

etched under condition B, as shown in Fig. 2.25. This phenomenon is attributed to the

oversupply of fluorocarbon species and the proximity effect of the trench side-wall. The

etching species, i.e., ions and radicals, are trapped by the trench side-wall. Therefore,

a smaller amount of species reaches the bottom of the trench close to the side-wall. In

classical DRIE analyses, such non-uniformity is taken into account in the etching step. In
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Fig. 2.22: Test structures showing the pattern dependence of the etching procedure after
etching under condition B (Table 2.2).

fact, the same phenomenon occurs in the deposition of fluorocarbons, and the thickness

increases with the distance from the trench wall. In standard DRIE (i.e., condition A),

the fluorocarbon layer at the bottom of the trench is thoroughly removed by the biased

SF6 plasma; therefore, zero-biased SF6 plasma etching isotropically proceeds as shown

in Fig. 2.26. In contrast, when the ion bombardment is moderate, the CF4 fluorocarbon

protection layer remains in the middle of the large opening. As a result, the incoming SF6

plasma species do not induce the etching reaction at the center bottom; they diffuse towards
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Fig. 2.23: Pattern dependence of the etching mode before SF6 isotropic etching. As the
opening becomes larger, the etching mode changes to the undercut directional mode.

the edges of the trench bottom and accumulate there. Therefore, the undercutting speed

increases since it is proportional to the amount of species (Fig. 2.27). In this etching mode,

the undercut etching seems to proceed from the large side openings mainly. This allows us

to reduce the gaps in the comb structures easily.
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a a'
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Fig. 2.24: SEM image of a trench on a silicon wafer before SF6 isotropic etching. After
etching by DRIE to form the trench, CF4 was deposited on the trench, which was followed
by etching with biased SF6 under condition A (Table 2.2).

50 μm

Fluorocarbon was removed 
only at the edge of the openings

a a'
a a'

Fig. 2.25: SEM image of a trench on a silicon wafer before SF6 isotropic etching. The
DRIE condition was the same as that for Fig. 2.24. CF4 deposition and biased SF6 etching
were performed under condition B (Table 2.2).
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Fig. 2.26: Procedure of classic isotropic etching mode. The fluorocarbon-deposited layer
at the bottom of the trench was entirely removed by biased SF6 plasma, and zero-biased
SF6 plasma etching isotropically proceeds.

Fig. 2.27: Dependence of etching behavior on the mask opening size and the plasma
deposition conditions. The fluorocarbon protection layer can remain in the middle of the
large opening. Because of the oversupply of the etching species, pronounced undercutting
occurs, enabling for rapid plasma release.

2.3.3 MEMS actuator fabrication using the test structure results and

the undercut directional etching mode

As found by investigating the test structures, the design of the dry-released structures

can be improved. Firstly, the square island structures indicate that the plasma conditions in

this study cannot release structures larger than over 50 µm × 50 µm and that the opening

holes next to the released structures should be larger than the structures. Secondly, placing

a large hole next to a finely patterned structure such as a comb drive can cause undercut

directional etching.

Figure 2.28 presents a layout that satisfies the conditions for release according to the
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Fig. 2.28: Design of MEMS comb-drive actuator. (a) Overview, (b) design of comb drives,
(c) design of springs.

Fig. 2.29: SEM image of the dry-released comb drive subjected to the deep dry-release
process.
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Fig. 2.30: Bode plot of the fabricated device at 30 V. The resonant frequency was 1.02 kHz.

18 μm

Fig. 2.31: Microscope image of the actuator under resonance at 30 V
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results of the test structures and Fig. 2.29 is an SEM image of a dry-released comb actuator.

Although the actuator could not be released in the first isotropic etching mode, it was

released in the second side-etched isotropic etching mode. Owing to the etching mode,

in spite of the small 3-µm gaps in comb structures, the structure was entirely released. It

indicates that the undercut etching proceeds from the large side walls. Figure 2.30 shows

a bode plot of the released MEMS actuator, indicating that its resonant frequency was

1.02 kHz. Figure 2.31 shows the displacement of the comb drive by 18 µm when applying

a voltage of 30 V at the resonant frequency, 1.02 kHz. The frequency of the applied signal

was swept from 10 Hz to 1.4 kHz.

2.4. Summary

Test structures were designed to indicate the endpoint of the isotropic etching process by

simple observation with an optical microscope. Using the test structures, not only was the

exact release time determined, but a new plasma etching mode was discovered. In contrast

to standard isotropic etching, which is suitable for post-processed DTI, the new etching

mode is an undercut directional etching which allows the dry release of MEMS devices.

Through detailed observation with an optical microscope and SEM, the difference in the

etching modes was attributed to the balance between the deposition and etching plasma

phases. An additional test structure allowed us to identify the switching point between the

etching modes. By using the design parameters extracted from the test structures and the

undercut directional etching mode, a comb drive actuator was successfully dry-released.

The usefulness of the test structure was thereby confirmed, together with the undercut

directional condition.
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CHAPTER 3
High-Voltage Switch & Generator

Some of the text and the materials of this chapter are based on the articles of the author’s
group entitled “Integrated 0–30 V switching driver circuit fabricated by mesa isolation
postprocess of standard 5 V CMOS LSI for MEMS actuator applications,” published in
Microsystem Technologies, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp. 503–510, 2018, and “On-Chip
High-Voltage Charge Pump with MEMS Post-Processed Standard 5-V CMOS on SOI for
Electroosmotic Flow Micropumps,” published in IEEE Electron Device Letters, Vol. 39,
Issue 6, pp. 851–854, 2018.

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we propose high-voltage devices using the post-processed DTI transistors.

First, to demonstrate the use of the post-processed DTI transistors for high-voltage devices,

we discuss a 30-V switching device. Subsequently, high-voltage generators using the

post-processed DTI transistors are discussed.

3.2. High-Voltage Switch

High-voltage switching is one of the critical issues that should be resolved to realize

the monolithic integration of CMOS LSI and high-voltage devices such as a switching
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regulator and MEMS. By introducing post-processed DTI, we propose the fabrication of a

high-voltage switching circuit from a standard CMOS transistor. Owing to the proposed

method, such high functionality with high reliability can easily be realized.

When applying the post-process LSI technology to high-voltage switching, one

straightforward means of sustaining a high voltage using standard CMOS transistors is

to connect transistors in series. However, since transistors in an LSI are fabricated on the

same substrate, such a method causes body–drain breakdown.

By the post-processed DTI method, we can connect CMOS transistors in series on a chip

in a CMOS foundry process and separate their substrates in a few steps. Using this method,

we can apply independent body bias voltages to each transistor without triple-well isolation.

Moreover, Hirakawa et al. measured the voltage hold-off capability of mesa-isolated

series-connected standard transistors and proved that the method could allow standard

CMOS transistors to endure up to 160VDD (800 V) [81], which is at least 16 times higher

than the endurance voltage when using the triple-well isolation method.

However, series-connected transistors need many levels of gate voltage since the voltage

between the drain and the source should be kept below 5 V to avoid breakdown. The

effectivity of the series connection method has been well studied using the triple-well

isolation method [84], [85]. However, no complete integrated circuit integrated with

multiple-voltage-level shifters nor a demonstration of high (over 5VDD)-voltage actuators

using the post-processed DTI method has been presented. Therefore, it is essential to

demonstrate and measure high-voltage switching using post-processed DTI transistors.

Table 3.1 shows the comparison between previous level shifters and this work. While

the DMOS HV switch requires dedicated HV CMOS technology [86], series-connected

HV switches enable us to use standard CMOS technologies. However, the previous
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Table 3.1: Comparison of level shifters for HV switches. VDD,HV is the maximum voltage
of an LDMOS, and VDD is the logic supplied voltage.

Technology Method
Demonstrated
switching
voltage

Voltage
limitation

Khorasani [86] HV CMOS LDMOS 300 V VDD,HV

Serneels [87] Standard CMOS Series
connection 7.5 V 3VDD

Lin [88] Standard CMOS Series
connection 9.9 V 3VDD

This work Standard CMOS+
MEMS post-process

Series
connection 30 V N · VDD

methods [87], [88] can be used only in three PMOS/NMOS transistors. Our proposed

method can be used in N transistors and have a wider switching-voltage range.

In this section, we demonstrated 30 V switching with six pairs of series-connected

post-processed P-N transistors on a chip, and the performance of the series-connected

transistors was measured [89]. Then, in order to solve the problem of multiple-gate-voltage

levels, we demonstrated a 30 V switching circuit with the monolithic integrated gate-level

shift circuits. Finally, we demonstrated the dynamic driving of the MEMS actuator with

high-voltage switching.

3.2.1 Fabrication

3.2.1.1 Post-Processed DTI series-connected transistors

We fabricated the post-processed DTI integrated circuit by MEMS post-processing on

a standard CMOS LSI. The CMOS LSI was fabricated by a foundry company using

standard 0.6 µm CMOS process technology on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer (9 µm-1

µm-625 µm) without any alternations to the process (Fig. 3.1a). Then a deep-RIE (DRIE)

post-process was performed in a university MEMS cleanroom. First, a thick electron-beam
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Fig. 3.1: Process flow of mesa-isolated series-connected transistors. (a) CMOS fabrication
at a foundry company. (b) The passivation layer is patterned for a mask. (c) DRIE is
performed. (d) SF6 isotropic etching is performed to remove the entire silicon.
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Fig. 3.2: (a) SEM image of a fabricated 30-V switching circuit using mesa-isolated
series-connected transistors. (b) Close-up view of mesa-isolated transistors. (c) Close-up
view of the DRIE isolation. The substrate under the metal bridges is removed by isotropic
etching.
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Fig. 3.3: Design of the MEMS actuator used in the dynamic driving experiment. The
thickness of the movable part of the actuator is 20 µm. (a) Top view of the actuator. (b)
Close-up view of the comb electrodes. (c) Side view of the actuator.

(EB) resist was directly patterned using a rapid EB writer, and then the surface SiO2 and

SiN passivation layer was etched using CHF3 plasma (Fig. 3.1b). After that, the Si body

was removed by DRIE, as shown in Fig. 3.1c. Finally, SF6 isotropic plasma etching was

carried out so that the transistors were isolated from each other, as shown in Fig. 3.1d.

An SEM image of the fabricated device is shown in Fig. 3.2a. The device is composed of

six series-connected PMOS transistors and six series-connected NMOS transistors. From
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the close-up view of the transistors (Fig. 3.2b), it is observed that the transistors are isolated

from each other. Besides, regarding the metal bridges (Fig. 3.2c), it is observed that the Si

body under the metal bridge is etched out by isotropic SF6 plasma etching.

The dimensions of one transistor are 100 × 250 µm2. The W/L ratio of the transistor was

designed to be 1:4000 to allow the passage of relatively high currents (up to 100 mA). The

total device dimensions are 2.5 × 3.4 mm2.

3.2.1.2 Electrostatic comb-drive MEMS actuator

For a dynamic driving experiment with high-voltage switching, an electrostatic MEMS

comb-drive actuator was fabricated on another SOI wafer, whose layout is shown in Fig. 3.3.

First, a thick EB resist was patterned using a rapid EB writer. Then, a MEMS structure was

formed by DRIE. Finally, the movable structure was released by vapor hydrofluoric acid

(HF) etching.

3.2.2 Experiments and results

Figure 3.4 shows the gate voltage protocol of the high-voltage switch. To turn on the

switch, as the PMOS transistors were turned on, 25 V was applied to all of their gates. On

the other hand, the gates of NMOS transistors were set from 0 V up to 25 V in steps of 5

V so that the NMOS transistors were turned off. The same principle was applied when the

switch was turned off, which means that the output was 0 V. Following this gate voltage

protocol, we measured the static and dynamic characteristics of the fabricated device.

First, the load current (I load)–output voltage (Vout) characteristic (the static characteristic)

was measured with a source measure unit (Agilent B2902A). Figure 3.5a shows the

measurement setup and Fig. 3.5b shows the I load–V characteristic. In the range where
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Fig. 3.4: Schematics of series-connected transistors in (a) the on-state and (b) the off-state.
Off-state transistors can be regarded as resistances, and Vgs should be kept at 5 V. Vds of
on-state transistors is considered to sustain the same voltage, so Vgs should be V source-5 V
(PMOS) or V source + 5 V (NMOS).

I load was over 70 mA, the output sharply declined. The result shows that the switch can

be used as a 30 V switching device for a 70 mA load. In the range where I load was over

100 mA, the output declined to about 21.5 V. In the range where the switch works as a

30 V switching device, Rout was calculated as about 30 Ω. It is six times as large as the

on-resistance of a PMOS transistor, which means that all of the transistors remain on-state.

Next, we measured the dynamic characteristics of the switch. Fig. 3.6 shows the

waveforms of the output signal and the input signal of a 4 Hz square wave (0–5 V).
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times as large as the single transistor’s Rout.
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generated on an external PCB circuit, which is composed of the 5 V pulse oscillator and a
voltage-level shifter.
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Fig. 3.7: Input to output propagation delay times of (a) falling edge and (b) rising edge.
Hysteresis between the falling and rising edges was observed. For the rising edge, transistors
were turned on 3 µs before the input voltage became 2.5 V, while they were turned off 30
µs after the input voltage became 2.5 V.

An external oscillator generated the input signal, and the voltage applied to each gate was

generated on a PCB. The output from the device was the level-shifted square waveform

(0–30 V). Then, the delay times of the falling and rising edges were measured. When the

output voltage decreased, the output became 15 V, 30 µs after the input voltage increased

to 2.5 V, as shown in Fig. 3.7a. On the other hand, when the output voltage rose, the output

voltage became 15 V, 3 µs before the input voltage decreased to 2.5 V, as shown in Fig. 3.7b.
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3.2.3 Design methodology towards scalable high-voltage switching

circuit with 5 V CMOS transistors

In the previous section, the proposed high-voltage switching method is successfully

confirmed for the 6VDD (30 V) switching circuit with six pairs of post-processed DTI

series-connected PMOS and NMOS transistors. In real applications, MEMS actuators

have a wide range of driving voltages; for example, typical electrostatic MEMS actuators

need driving voltages from 2VDD to 10VDD (10–50 V), and electrowetting-on-dielectric

(EWOD) droplet actuators need from 3VDD to 20VDD (15–100 V) [90]. Therefore, the

design methodology for realizing a scalable switching circuit is essential.

3.2.3.1 General design rule of N − VDD switching circuit

Figure 3.8 shows the N-series-connected transistor pair circuit diagram and gate voltage

in the ON and OFF states. The supply voltage Vsupply is proportional to the number of series

pairs: NVDD. The size of each transistor is defined by the required load current. Note that

the gate width must be N times larger since the total gate length is multiplied by a factor of

N .

Particular attention should be paid to the control of the gate voltages, as explained below.

To turn on PMOS transistors, Vsupply − VDD (i.e., Vgs = −VDD) is simply applied to all

gates in parallel. To turn off PMOS transistors, however, voltage levels are all different

according to the order of the PMOS transistors. This complicated operation is because each

transistor must hold VDD, so the source voltage level increases in proportion to the number

of series-connected transistors. For example, for the first PMOS transistor, where the source

is connected to Vsupply, Vsupply (i.e., NVDD) must be applied to the gate. The gate voltage

of the second series PMOS transistor Vgp2 is (N − 1)VDD, and accordingly, (N − i + 1)VDD
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Fig. 3.8: Gate voltage protocol to drive series-connected transistors.

must be fed to the gate of the ith series PMOS transistor. Likewise, all NMOS transistors

are turned on by applying Vgni = VDD and turned off by applying Vgni = (i − 1)VDD.

Figure 3.9 shows A block diagram of the entire HV switch. Fig. 3.9a shows the

series-connected transistor block and Fig. 3.9b shows the gate voltage generator. The circuit

of the gate voltage generator is composed of offset voltage addition circuits (Fig. 3.9c) and

voltage amplifier circuits. According to the gate voltage swing (i.e., the difference between

VgON and VgOFF), either of the circuits is used. For the gate voltage swing of ±VDD, the offset

voltage addition circuit (Fig. 3.9c) is used. To generate a swing larger than ±VDD, voltage

amplification is necessary. The voltage amplifier is a small voltage switching circuit having
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Fig. 3.9: (a) Main buffer of mesa-isolated series-connected transistors for driving the load.
The sizes of these transistors depend on the load. (b) Level shift circuit. The circuit can
be composed of mesa-isolated transistors. The transistors can use the minimum size. (c)
Offset voltage addition circuit.
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the same circuit topology as the primary switching circuit, with a smaller number of stages.

Therefore, all of the subcircuits can be designed recursively, reducing the design cost of

the circuits switching the desired voltage, even when a large number of voltage amplifier

subcircuits are needed. For Vsupply = NVDD, the smallest voltage amplifier is used for the

voltage swing of 2VDD, and the largest one is used for the voltage-swing of (N − 4)VDD.

3.2.3.2 Implementation of 6VDD switching circuit integrated with level shifters

As a demonstration of the proposed methodology of the high-voltage switch, a 6VDD

(30 V) switching circuit with main-buffer series-connected transistors and gate level circuits

was designed and fabricated. Fig. 3.10a shows a schematic of the 30 V switching circuit.

Fig. 3.10b shows the offset voltage addition circuit. The voltage difference between Vplus

and Vminus must be VDD (5 V) in order not to cause a breakdown. To add a 5 V offset, the

source of the NMOS transistor is connected to a voltage of 5 V.

Fig. 3.10c shows the 5–20 V switching circuit. Although the circuit is equivalent to the

15 V switching circuit, the ground voltage is changed to 5 V.

3.2.3.3 Fabrication

The transistors of the integrated voltage shifter were fabricated by the same foundry

company, and post-processed DTI was carried out in a university cleanroom. Note that the

metal wiring that connects the transistors were made by the same foundry company. SF6

isotropic etching successfully removed the silicon substrate under the wiring.

An SEM image of the fabricated device is shown in Fig. 3.11. The main (current-driving)

transistors are composed of six pairs of series-connected PMOS and NMOS transistors.

From the close-up view of the transistors (Fig. 3.11b), it was observed that the transistors

are isolated from each other. In this design, the W/L ratio of the series transistors is 1:3,
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Fig. 3.10: (a) Schematic of the 0–30 V switching circuit. (b) Schematic of the offset voltage
addition circuit. (c) 5–20 V switching circuit.

and the transistors are expected to hold a current of 1 mA. The total device dimensions are

400 × 640 µm2.

3.2.3.4 Measurement

Fig. 3.12 shows the setup for the measurement of the output of the integrated high-voltage

switch. Driving voltages from 0 V up to 30 V in steps of 5 V were supplied to the circuit,
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Fig. 3.11: (a) SEM image of 30 V switching circuit with mesa-isolated series-connected
transistors integrated with a gate-level-shift circuit. (b) Close-up view of mesa-isolated
transistors.
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Fig. 3.13: Waveforms of input and output signals. The input signal was generated on an
LSI chip.

and the input signal was a 5 V square wave of 10 kHz. Fig. 3.13 shows the waveforms of

the output and input signals. An external oscillator generated the input signal. The output

from the device was the level-shifted square waveform.

3.2.3.5 Demonstration of driving the MEMS actuator

For a demonstration of driving a microactuator, the 6VDD switching circuit shown in

section 4 was connected to the SOI MEMS device described in section 2.2. With the setup

shown in Fig. 3.14, displacement of the MEMS comb drive of 10 µm was confirmed. The
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Fig. 3.14: Setup for the MEMS actuation test with a fabricated high-voltage switch. The
input signal is generated by the external oscillator.

10 μm

Fig. 3.15: Microscopy images of the actuator at 30 V 5 kHz square wave with the
high-voltage switch. The displacement was 10 µm.

driving signal from the switch was a 0–30 V square wave of 5 kHz, as shown in Fig. 3.15.

3.2.4 Summary

We demonstrated 30 V switching using the on-chip post-processed DTI series-connected

transistors. From the analysis, the device (2.5 × 3.4 mm2) works as a 30 V switching circuit

if the load current is below 70 mA. Then, the methodology of scalable high-voltage switches
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was described. Using the methodology, we successfully demonstrated 30 V switching with

the integrated level-shift circuits and series-connected transistors. The total dimensions of

the device were 400 × 640 µm2. Finally, we demonstrated the dynamic driving of a MEMS

actuator with the switching device and a 10 µm displacement was obtained, which indicates

the usefulness of the high-voltage switch circuit for MEMS actuator driving applications.

3.3. High-Voltage Generator

3.3.1 Introduction

High-voltage (HV) generators are widely used in driving not only a micropump but

also today’s electronic devices. Especially a voltage multiplier, such as a charge pump,

is commonly used to obtain HV on a chip. The maximum voltage of the multipliers is

limited by two factors: the breakdown voltages of parasitic diodes and the loss of threshold

voltages of switching devices, as shown in Fig. 3.16a. Even though there exist several

methods to sustain an HV, the standard CMOS technology for a low-voltage logic circuit

has a fundamental limit of 50 V (10 × VDD) owing to the breakdown voltages of parasitic

diodes. HV CMOS technologies, such as the lateral-diffused MOS (LDMOS) structure

in Teledyne DALSA 0.8 µm HV CMOS process [70], [71] , are commonly used for HV

generators having an endurance voltage greater than 100 V. However, the threshold voltages

of these high-voltage devices are greater than those of standard CMOS devices. Besides,

the threshold voltage increases as the applied body bias increases. Consequently, the

increment of the HV generator degrades. Therefore, another method is required to improve

the increment of the HV generator.

One method to decrease the loss of HV generators’ increment is the use of non-MOS

devices such as poly-silicon diodes in the standard CMOS process [91]. The other method
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is to isolate each diode-connected transistor or MOS body diode by a deep N-well in

standard CMOS technology [92] or by a buried oxide (BOX) SiO2 layer in fully-depleted

SOI (FDSOI) technology [93]. These methods can eliminate the body effect, and the

threshold voltages are low. However, owing to the breakdown of a parasitic diode between

P-substrate and N-well or a capacitor of a thin BOX layer, the maximum voltage of these
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Fig. 3.16: (a) Dickson charge pump with non-isolated N-channel MOSFETs (NMOSFETs).
Since the entire body is common, the threshold voltage increases as the number of stages
increases owing to the body effect. (b) Dickson charge pump with deep-trench-isolated
NMOSFETs. Deep-trench-isolation (DTI) separates each substrate and eliminates the body
effect.
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methods is 60 V, which is still small for MEMS or micropumps.

In this section, we applied post-processed DTI to standard low-voltage logic transistors

for a high-increment HV generator, as shown in Fig. 3.16b. This technology can hold the

same voltage level as the previous DTI process [81],[94]. Moreover,it enables us to etch out

the substrate below wires on the wafers, where CMOS devices have already been fabricated

through the standard CMOS process. The proposed method allows us to fabricate the

devices through a low-cost foundry without any process modifications. Besides, owing to

the application of DTI isolation to logic CMOS devices, threshold voltages can be limited,

and the body bias voltage of each transistor can be set to zero, as shown in Fig. 3.16b.

This method can realize a high-increment HV generator for an HV-requiring MEMS device

(e.g., EOF micropump). We report a 100-V-class HV-generating charge-pump circuit using

the standard low-voltage CMOS technology and the post-processed DTI technology. By

connecting the HV generator with wires, we demonstrated the driving of an external EOF

micropump.

3.3.2 Dickson charge pump using post-processed DTI transistors

3.3.2.1 Circuit implementation and fabrication

We used Dickson charge-pump circuit topology [95] as the schematic of an HV generator.

The Dickson charge pump is derived from the ideal diode charge pump architecture using

diode-connected MOS transistors. The circuit output voltage can be simply described as

Vout = (N + 1) · (VDD − Vth) −
NIout

(C + CS) fclk
(3.1)

where the term VDD−Vth is called the voltage increment per stage, N is the number of stages

in the charge-pump circuit, C is the capacitance of an on-chip pumping capacitor, and CS is a
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Fig. 3.17: Simulation of voltage increment with the number of nodes of a 20-stage Dickson
charge pump with and without DTI, where fclk is 20 MHz and VDD is 5 V. Without DTI,
owing to the body effect, the dropout is significant. On the other hand, with DTI, the voltage
of each node increases linearly.

parasitic capacitance, and Iout is output current. We designed 5-stage, 10-stage, and 20-stage

charge pumps. The body is connected to the source in each transistor. The width-to-length

ratio of the MOS transistors was designed as 21 µm/0.6 µm, and the capacitance of the

on-chip pumping capacitors was 1.3 pF using metal-1, metal-2, and poly-silicon layers.

Figure 3.17 shows the results of simulations of voltage increment with the number of

nodes of 20-stage Dickson charge pumps with and without DTI, where the clock frequency

fclk is 20 MHz, and VDD is 5 V. Without DTI, owing to the body effect, the dropout increases

as the number of nodes increases. On the other hand, with DTI, the output voltage of each

stage increases linearly, and the output voltage in the simulation is 95.8 V. According to the

simulation result, the voltage difference between the P-well and N-diff is always less than
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Fig. 3.18: (a) Photomicrograph of the fabricated high-voltage generators using
mesa-isolating post-processed MOS transistors. (b) Close-up SEM image of a stage of
the high-voltage generator.
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VPW/N+, which is the threshold voltage of a parasitic diode between P-well and N-diff, and

these diodes can be ignored.

The CMOS LSI was fabricated by a foundry company using standard 0.6-µm CMOS

process technology on an SOI wafer (9 µm-1 µm-625 µm). The detail of the post process

was described in [96]. Like the previous study [81], when 800 V is applied to the circuit

that has 4 µm-gap post-processed DTI, the breakdown occurs at not the parasitic diodes

but random places such as probe pads. This random breakdown means the maximum

voltage cannot increase beyond 800 V by changing the trench width. In our design, the

trench width was 5 µm to use the etching conditions in [96]. First, the surface SiO2 and

SiN passivation layer was patterned to form a mask. Subsequently, DRIE was performed

to form deep trenches. Finally, SF6 isotropic plasma etching was performed to remove

the substrate below the connecting wires. Since the depth of the DRIE was automatically

stopped by the BOX layer and the isotropic etching holds the constant ratio between the

undercut and the depth [94], the isotropic etching is repeatable. Besides, since the isotropic

etching is performed with standard DRIE equipment that is for a wafer-scale process, the

process is uniform on a large size wafer. Note that all the wires are masked by the patterned

passivation layer so that the post process does not damage the wires. A photomicrograph

of the fabricated charge-pump circuits having 5, 10, and 20 stages are shown in Fig. 3.18a.

The size of the 20-stage charge-pump circuit was 813×354 µm2. Figure 3.18(b) shows a

close-up SEM micrograph of the fabricated deep-trench-isolated transistors.

3.3.2.2 Charge-pump measurement

Transient waveform measurements of the outputs of the fabricated 5-stage, 10-stage, and

20-stage charge pumps at startup are shown in Fig. 3.19, where fclk is 20 MHz, VDD is 5.0 V

and the output load is 10 MΩ and 11.1 pF (including measurement scope loading). The
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maximum voltages of the 5-stage, 10-stage, and 20-stage charge pumps were 26.9 V, 49.8 V,

and 95.2 V, respectively. Figure 3.20 shows the dependence of the measured output voltages

on the number of the stages with an output loading of 10 MΩ, where fclk is 20 MHz, and

VDD is 5 V. The increment per stage was 4.47–4.53 V.

Figure 3.21 shows the measured output voltages of the fabricated charge-pump circuits

with different fclk, where VDD is 5 V, with an output loading of 10 MΩ. When fclk is

increased, the output voltages are also increased. Figure 3.22 shows the measured output

voltages of the fabricated charge-pump circuits under different VDD. In Fig. 3.22, fclk

is 20 MHz, and the output loading is 10 MΩ. Finally, Figure 3.23 shows the I/V DC

characteristics of the fabricated 5-stage charge pump. The clock frequency is 20 MHz, and

VDD is 5 V. As shown in Fig. 3.23, the charge-pump circuit is sufficient to drive a MEMS

actuator, the typical load current of which is less than 20 µA.
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Fig. 3.23: I/V DC characteristics of the fabricated 5-stage charge pump. The clock
frequency is 20 MHz, and VDD is 5 V.

3.3.2.3 Driving a MEMS micropump

To assess the feasibility of the high voltage generator, the circuits were connected to a

discrete EOF micropump under microscope observation, as shown in Fig. 3.24. The flow

rate (ueof) of the EOF micropump is described as Eq. 1.1 From the equation, the flow

rate is proportional to the number of stages in a charge pump. The EOF micropump was

made with poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and the channel length, width, and height were

10 mm, 200 µm, and 100 µm, respectively. In the EOF micropump, the solution was 1

mM 4-(2-HydroxyEthyl)-1-PiperazineEthaneSulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer with a pH of 7.

Figure 3.25 shows the discrete EOF micropump operation by the 20-stage HV generator

supply. The flow speed of the discrete EOF micropump at 95.2 V was 135 µm/s. The linear

relationship of flow speed to the number of HV generator stages (i.e., output voltages) was
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nCLK

 
HV generator 

(charge pump)
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Microscope observation

EOF micropump chip

PDMS

Fig. 3.24: Setup of external EOF micropump driving experiment.

t = 0 s

t = 2 s
270 µm

200 µm

200 µm

Fig. 3.25: Micrographs of the discrete EOF micropump supplied from the 20-stage charge
pump. The flow speed was 135 µm/s.
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Fig. 3.26: Supply-voltage dependence of the discrete EOF micropump flow speed.

confirmed as shown in Fig. 3.26, demonstrating the scalability of the circuits.

3.3.3 Summary

We designed 5-stage, 10-stage, and 20-stage charge-pump circuits with post-processed

deep-trench-isolated transistors through the commercial 5 V 0.6 µm CMOS process on SOI

and MEMS post-processing. When the output load was 10 MΩ, the output voltage was

95.2 V with a power supply of 5 V, and the increment per stage of the charge pump was

4.47–4.53 V. Finally, the driving of the EOF micropump supplied by the fabricated charge

pumps was demonstrated. The flow rate with the 20-stage charge pump was 135 µm/s.
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CHAPTER 4
On-Chip Integrated EOF Micropump

Some of the text and the materials of this chapter are based on the articles of the author’s
group entitled “On-Chip CMOS-MEMS Based Electroosmotic Flow Micropump
Integrated with High-Voltage Generator,” published in Journal of
Microelectromechanical Systems, 2019.

4.1. Introduction

Because of this incompatibility in the voltages, the EOF micropumps are commonly

driven by another external high-voltage (HV) power supply, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. This

integration facilitates the operation of micropumps using low-voltage power supplies such

as tiny batteries and allows us to integrate EOF micropumps with 3DICs.

In this chapter, we have proposed an on-chip EOF micropump, which is monolithically

integrated with an HV generator. The EOF micropump and HV generator are fabricated by

the standard CMOS process and MEMS post-processing. The driving voltage of the EOF

micropump is generated by the integrated circuit with a supply voltage of 5 V. Consequently,

the micropump can be solely driven by a low-voltage power supply, as shown in Fig. 4.1b.
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EOF Micropump

 
HV generator

CMOS Sensors

Power supply
(low voltage)

VDD

EOF Micropump

CMOS Sensors
Power supply 2

(low voltage)
VDD

Microfluidic chip
Power supply 1
(high voltage)

VEOF

VEOF

Microfluidic chip

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1: Block diagram of power supplies in the (a) conventional CMOS-integrated
microfluidic device and (b) proposed CMOS-integrated microfluidic device. The proposed
method facilitates the generation of the EOF driving voltage on a chip by an integrated HV
generator.

4.2. Design

The proposed on-chip EOF micropump is composed of an HV generator and two

electrodes, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The electrodes are embedded in a micro-channel and

connected to the HV generator on the chip. The HV generator is used to obtain higher

voltages than the supply voltage of LSI circuits on a chip. The HV generator is based on

Dickson charge-pump topology [95]. In the previous chapter, we demonstrated an efficient

HV generator using the MEMS post-processed transistors. Although we have proved that
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・・・

nCLK
CLK

EOF micropump electrodes

Wpump = 400 μm

Lpump = 7.5 mm

Integrated HV generator

Microfluidics

VDD

Vth1 Vth2 Vth(N-1) VthN

Vnode1 Vnode2 Vnode(N-1) VnodeN = Vout

C

Fig. 4.2: Schematic of the proposed on-chip EOF micropump integrated with an HV
generator. The circuit topology of the HV generator is based on a Dickson charge pump.

a high-efficient HV generator can be designed by 5 V CMOS technology and the MEMS

post-process, the experiment was performed using an external PDMS micro-channel and

bulk Pt electrodes. It means that the monolithic integration of HV driving circuits with

micropumps has not been realized yet. Therefore, the demonstration of the monolithic

integration of an HV generator is fundamentally crucial for the development of LOC

devices. In this chapter, we mainly focus on the monolithic integration method of an HV

generator with an EOF micropump.

To demonstrate the monolithic integration, we designed a 10-stage Dickson charge

pump using the MEMS post-processed DTI transistor as an on-chip HV driver of the
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Fig. 4.3: Process flow of the proposed on-chip EOF micropump. (a) CMOS LSI circuits
fabricated using a standard CMOS foundry. (b) Sputtering of SiO2 (c) Patterning of the
sputtered SiO2 and LSI passivation layer to expose the pads and form a mask for MEMS
post-processed deep trench isolation. (d) Sputtering of Ti and Au for the electrodes of EOF
micropump. (e) Patterning of Ti and Au layers. (f) Deep-reactive-ion etching (DRIE). (g)
Isotropic etching of Si body under the Al bridges by SF6 plasma etching.

EOF micropump, which was based on 0.6 µm, 5 V, 2-metal CMOS technology (Phenitec

Semiconductor, Okayama). The length-to-width (l-to-w) ratio of the post-processed DTI

transistor was 0.6 µm/21 µm, and the capacitance of the on-chip pumping capacitor was

1.3 pF, which was formed using metal-1, metal-2, and poly-silicon layers. Since the

post-process of EOF micropumps is well-combined with the post-process of DTI, the step

of DTI formation can be performed just before the encapsulation by the top substrate.
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Fluidic channel

GNDVEOF

Integrated HV generator connected to EOF micropump

Flow direction
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MEMS post-processed
deep-trench-isolated 
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(b)

Single integrated HV generator 

Fig. 4.4: (a) Photomicrograph of the fabricated on-chip EOF micropump integrated with
an HV generator using MEMS post-processed deep-trench-isolated MOS transistors. (b)
Magnified SEM image of the transistors in the integrated HV generator.
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Fig. 4.5: Process flow of a micro-channel on the on-chip EOF micropump. (a) 10:1 mixture
of PDMS and curing agent is poured on the Si mold, and it is thermally cured. (b) PDMS
is peeled off from the mold, and the inlet and outlet holes are punched. (c) Both the top and
bottom substrate are activated by O2 plasma ashing, which are then bonded.

4.3. Fabrication

4.3.1 Fabrication of EOF electrodes

The CMOS LSI circuit was fabricated by a foundry company using the standard 0.6-µm

CMOS technology on an SOI wafer (9 µm - 1 µm - 625 µm) through multi-project wafer

(MPW) service (Fig. 4.3a). In our design, the trench width was set as 5 µm to replicate the

etching conditions in [96]. We diced the wafer into 1.5×1.5 mm2 chips, which also contained

irrelevant circuits. Firstly, an insulating layer was deposited on the chip. Here, 1-µm-thick

SiO2 was sputtered (SIH-450, ULVAC) as the insulating layer (Fig. 4.3b). Subsequently,

a thick photoresist (AZ P4620, Merck KGaA) was patterned on the SiO2 layer using a

contact mask aligner (MA-6, Karl Suss). Both the deposited SiO2 layer and LSI passivation

layer composed of SiO2 and SiN were dry-etched by CHF3 plasma (CE-300I, ULVAC),

as shown in Fig. 4.3c. The necessary contact, i.e., Al pads were exposed to the surface

by patterning this insulating layer, and the mask for the post-processed DTI was formed.
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Next, 20-µm-thick Ti and 200-µm-thick Au were sputtered (CFS-4EP-LL, SHIBAURA)

(Fig. 4.3d). The photoresist (7790g, JSR) was patterned by the same contact lithography

machine. Au was then dry-etched by Ar plasma (CE-300I, ULVAC), as shown in Fig. 4.3e.

Finally, the Ti layer was wet-etched by 5% ammonia-peroxide mixture (APM).

4.3.2 MEMS post-processed DTI

Firstly, the chip was cleaned by O2 plasma ashing (RIE-10NR, SAMCO) to remove the

photoresist. Then, deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) was performed to form deep trenches

(MUC21-ASE Pegasus, SPP Technologies), as shown in Fig. 4.3f. DRIE was automatically

stopped at the buried-oxide (BOX) layer to maintain a constant depth. O2 plasma ashing was

performed with the same DRIE equipment to remove the C4F8 layer in the trenches formed

during the DRIE. Finally, SF6 isotropic plasma etching was performed for etching the

remaining silicon substrate below the connecting wires to completely isolate the transistors

from each other (Fig. 4.3g). This isotropic etching was implemented based on the constant

ratio between the undercut and the depth of the trenches, and the etching was repeatable.

The isotropic etching was also performed with the same DRIE equipment as that used for

the wafer-scaling process, and the process is applicable to large-size wafers. It is important

to note that all the connecting wires in the circuit were fabricated by the CMOS process

at the foundry company; these were protected by the passivation layer, and the MEMS

post-processing did not cause any damage to the wires. Finally, after cleaning the chip by

O2 ashing, the chip was baked at 350 °C for two hours to eliminate the remaining electric

charges in the transistors generated by plasma dry etching. Figure 4.4a shows the fabricated

EOF micropump chip monolithically integrated with the MEMS post-processed charge

pump. The size of the 10-stage charge-pump circuit was 425×353 µm2. Figure 4.4b shows
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a magnified SEM image of the fabricated deep-trench-isolated transistors in the charge

pump.

4.3.3 Fabrication of micro-channel

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used as a cover for the micro-channel. The

micro-channel was patterned by a soft lithography method using a Si mold. To fabricate

the silicon mold, a thick electron beam (EB) resist (OEBR-CAP112, TOK) was patterned

on a 525-µm-thick Si wafer using rapid direct EB writer (F5112+VD01, ADVANTEST) as

a mask. The Si wafer was deep etched by 50 µm using the DRIE equipment (MUC21-ASE

Pegasus, SPP Technologies). The EB resist and the deposited C4F8 were then removed by

O2 ashing. The wafer was dipped into a fluorinated mold-release coating agent (SURECO

2101S, AGC) and rinsed by a fluorinated solvent (AE-3000, AGC) so that it could be

easily peeled off. The wafer was baked at 120°C for 20 min to increase the adhesivity of

the coating agent. After fabricating the silicon mold, a 10:1 mixture of PDMS (Sylgard

184, Dow Corning) and the curing agent was poured on the mold (Fig. 4.5a). The PDMS

was vacuumed for one hour and cured at 90°C for two hours. The cured PDMS was

peeled off, and then the inlet and outlet holes were punched (Fig. 4.5b). Subsequently, the

fabricated post-processed CMOS LSI chip and PDMS were cleaned by isopropyl alcohol.

Finally, these were bonded using O2 plasma surface activation (FA-1, SAMCO), as shown

in Fig. 4.5c.
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4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Integrated HV generator

To investigate the characteristics of the fabricated HV generator, we first measured its

output voltage Vout independently, while it was not connected to the EOF electrodes, as

shown in Fig. 4.4. Figure 4.6 shows the transient waveform of the HV generator, where

fclk = 20 MHz, VDD = 5.0 V, and the output load is equal to 10 MΩ and 11.1 pF, which

includes the parasitic load of the oscilloscope. Figure 4.7 shows Vout of the fabricated HV

generator under different VDD, where fclk = 20 MHz and the output load is 10 MΩ and

11.1 pF. It is evident here Vout is ten times larger than VDD. Although Vout depends on the

fclk, it does not change for fclk > 10 MHz since the loss in Eq. 3.1 becomes neglectable. In

the experiment, we set the clock frequency to 20 MHz, since the previous study of driving

an external EOF micropump in [97] used the same frequency. The maximum voltage of

the HV generator is 49.8 V, where fclk = 20 MHz, and VDD = 5.0 V.

4.4.2 On-chip EOF micropump

We measured the flow velocity of the on-chip EOF micropump driven by the integrated

HV generator. Figure 4.8 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for this measurement.

We injected 1.0 × 10−4M KCl solution having a pH of 7 into the micro-channel from the

inlet hole using a micro pipette. We also injected charge-free micro beads to measure

the flow velocity using an optical microscope. The micro beads are composed of latex

particles coated with hydroxypropyl cellulose and used to measure the EOF velocity without

electrophoresis effects [98]. The concentration of the micro beads is 5%.

We applied 5 V, 20 MHz clock signals to the integrated HV generator using an external
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power supply. We measured the flow velocity three times in each VDD. From Eq. 1.1 and

Fig. 1.7, the flow velocity (utotal) is expressed as

utotal = −εrε0ζ

µ

VEOF

Lpump
− uback (4.1)

During the measurement, there was a counter flow (uback) of 0.577 µm/s without applying

voltages. In each measurement, A video was recorded, and micro-bead velocities are

measured by tracking the micro-bead positions manually using the software ImageJ

(https://imagej.net/). The flow rate is determined by the average velocity of three micro

beads, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Then, we changed Vout of the HV generator by varying the VDD

for validating the efficiency and accuracy of the integrated HV generator. Figure 4.10 shows

the dependence of VDD on the flow velocity (utotal). It is clear here that the flow velocity

is proportional to the output voltage of the integrated HV generator. Here, the maximum

flow velocity was 137 µm/s. Gray-colored dashed line is the fitting line following Eq. 4.1.

Table 4.1 shows the comparison between the previously reported CMOS-compatible

EOF micropumps and the proposed micropump. It is evident here that the proposed EOF

micropump generates the highest flow rate with an input voltage of 5 V, except for the EOF

micropump with the input voltage of 400 V, requiring a HV power supply. Moreover, from

the viewpoint of the efficiency, which is defined as the normalized flow rate per supplied

voltage, the proposed EOF micropump has the higher score than previous works.
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Fig. 4.6: Voltage waveform of the integrated HV generator for the charge path in the absence
of micropump electrodes, where fclk = 20 MHz and VDD = 5 V.
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Fig. 4.7: Measured output voltage (Vout) of the integrated HV generator with an output
loading of 10 MΩ under different VDD. The clock frequency ( fclk) is set to 20 MHz.
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Fig. 4.8: Schematic of the experimental setup for measuring the flow rate of the fabricated
device.
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Fig. 4.9: Micrographs of the EOF micropump driven by the integrated HV generator for
VDD = 5 V. Velocities of three micro beads are measured.
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4.5. Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a novel on-chip micropump integrated with an HV

generator. The HV (49.8 V) generator was based on the Dickson charge pump and

fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate by the standard CMOS process, and

they were isolated from each other by MEMS-post-processed DTI. We confirmed that

the integrated HV generator could generate an output 49.8 V with a 5 V supply. The

maximum flow velocity and flow rate of the EOF micropump driven by the integrated

49.8 V generator were 137 µm/s and 164 nL/min, respectively. As the micropump can be

fabricated through standard CMOS technologies and MEMS post-process, our micropump

has a more significant potential of integration with CMOS sensors. Further, compared to

the previously reported CMOS-compatible micropumps, the efficiency of our micropump

is higher without using an HV power supply. It indicates that the proposed micropump is

suitable for portable LOC devices to monitor liquids with a high flow rate.
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CHAPTER 5
Integrated Zeta Potential
Measurement Sensor

Some of the text and the materials of this chapter are based on the articles of the author’s
group entitled “Stick-to-Analyze Zeta Potential Measurement Chip with Integrated
Electroosmotic Micropump and Liquid Flow Sensor,” published in the proceedings of The
32th IEEE International Conference on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (IEEE MEMS
2019), Seoul, Korea, 2019.

5.1. Introduction

As mentioned above, one of the essential parameters in EOF micropumps is zeta potential.

Zeta potential is electrostatic potential at the boundary between the stern layer and diffuse

layer. Zeta potential is related to not only the electrokinetic applications but also biomedical

polymers [99]. Because of its importance, several measuring methods are proposed to

evaluate zeta potential, e.g., by measuring the mobility of EOF and by measuring the

streaming current generated by an external force such as pressure-driven flow [100].

Amongst the evaluating methods, measuring the mobility of EOF is the most common

method through Eq. 1.1.
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Despite the simple measurement of uEOF, the conventional zeta potential measurement

system is bulky and often requires high voltage (over 100 V). Arulanandam [101] used over

1000 V to measure the EOF velocity by monitoring the electrical current during one solution

replacing another solution using a long capillary. Although Sze developed the system with

a microfluidic chip, the applied voltage was still higher than 200 V. On the other hand,

the methods proposed by Song [102] and Ross [103] do not need such a high voltage to

measure zeta potential. However, these methods require an external liquid controller or

laser microscope to trace a microbead. In addition, replacing the surface material is hard,

so that measuring several objects are time-consuming. Therefore, another measurement

sensor is required to scale down the zeta potential measurement system and to increase the

throughput of measurement.

In this chapter, we propose to integrate a micromachined liquid sensor with an EOF

micropump into a micro-channel. As a liquid flow-rate sensor, we used a resistive type

sensor that can observe the flow-rate electrically by measuring the change of resistance.

The sensor can be integrated on a microfluidic channel [104]. To realize more precise

measurements, we performed a differential measurement of two resistive sensors and put

a reference heat at the center. The advantages of the proposed sensor are (1) stand-alone

measurement by the integrated sensor-actuator, (2) reduction of EOF voltage (less than 10

V) due to the scaled-down feature, and (3) non-invasive measurement that enables us to

investigate wafers before MEMS process shown in Fig. 5.1. Non-invasive measurement

is also a significant feature because it informs the real property of the processed wafer

to engineers, thereby ensuring the correct operation of the fabricated fluidic MEMS. The

sensor and the EOF micropump have CMOS process compatibility [105]. Besides, CMOS

LSIs on a thick-SOI wafer is well studied, and the possibility of MEMS post-process to the
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Fig. 5.1: Concept of the zeta potential measurement sensor. The measurement is
noninvasive, and the measured materials can be used for microfluidic MEMS devices.

CMOS wafer is also studied. Therefore, the proposed structure has great potential to be

integrated with CMOS circuits.

5.2. Methodology

Figure 5.2 shows the schematic of the proposed one-chip zeta potential measurement

sensor. The measuring object is stuck on the top of the sensor to form a micro-channel with

the opening channel on the sensor. The velocity of EOF in the sensor is proportional to the

zeta potential of both the bottom substrate and the measuring object. The EOF actuator is

composed of two electrodes placed at both ends of the micro-channel. The metal resistors

in the middle of the channel work as the flow sensor. The center resistor of the flow sensor

is used as heat reference, and the resistance shift of the other two resistors (R1 and R2)
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Fig. 5.2: Schematic of the on-chip zeta potential measurement sensor. EOF mobility is
measured using the integrated flow sensor to obtain a material’s zeta potential.
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across the referential heat resistor are measured. The resistance shift of R1 is expressed as

∆R1 = αuEOF, (5.1)

where α is proportional constant. In order to avoid applying offset voltages to the resistances

and the heater and not to cause electrolysis, the center of micro-channel is kept to 0 V. To

know the resistance shift corresponding to the velocity of EOF and zeta potential, the

output voltage from the half-bridge composed of a couple of the resistive sensors (Vout)

was observed, and at the same time, VEOF is changed from 0 V to 8 V. Therefore, from the

Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 5.1, Vout is expressed as

Vout =
R1 + ∆R1

(R1 + ∆R1) + (R2 + ∆R2)
Vdd

' R1 + ∆R1

R1 + R2
Vdd

=
R1

R1 + R2
Vdd +

1
R1 + R2

· Vdd · αuEOF

=
R1

R1 + R2
Vdd +

1
R1 + R2

· Vdd · α
ϵ0ϵr ζ

µ
VEOF

=
αϵ0ϵrVEOF

µ(R1 + R2)
ζ +

R1

R1 + R2
Vdd. (5.2)

Therefore, Vout is proportional to the zeta potential. In this experiment, we set Vdd to 1 V.

5.3. Chip manufacture

Figure 5.3 shows the fabrication process of a measurement device. Firstly, 1 µm SiO2

layer was sputtered on an SOI wafer, whose device and buried-oxide (BOX) layers are 10

µm and 1 µm, respectively. Then, 10 nm-thick Ti and 200 nm-thick Au were sputtered.

Next, the 2 µm-thick positive photoresist (JSR PFR 7790G) was patterned, and the metals

were etched by Au etchant AURUM-302 and 5% APM. After the photoresist was stripped
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Device layer (Si)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(a)

Device layer (Si) 10 μm

Substrate

Ti 10nm, Au 200 nmSiO2 1 μm

Device layer (Si)

SU-8 25 μm

Fig. 5.3: Schematic of the fabrication process. (a) Ti and Au were sputtered on an oxidized
SOI chip. (b) The electrodes were patterned. (c) Surface SiO2 was etched. (d) Top-side
DRIE was performed (e) Micro-channel was made with SU-8 resist (f) Back-side DRIE
was performed to form inlet and outlet holes.

by O2 ashing, the BOX layer was etched by CHF3 plasma with ULVAC CE-300I using

the same photoresist. Following the BOX layer’s pattern, DRIE of the device layer was

performed by SPP Technologies MUC-21 ASE-Pegasus. To make a micro-channel, SU-8

3025 negative epoxy photoresist was patterned. Finally, to make inlet and outlet holes,

backside-DRIE was performed.

5.4. Results

Figure 5.4(a) shows the fabricated device and Fig. 5.4(b) shows the close-up

photomicrograph of the electrode-integrated micro-channel. The size of the sensor chip is

8×8 mm2 . The length, width, and thickness of the micro-channel of SU-8 3025 are 5.5

mm, 800 µm, and 25 µm, respectively. The gap between the EOF electrodes is 2.5 mm. We
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(a)

EOF electrodes

Micro
channel

Flow
sensor

(b)

Inlet

Outlet

8 mm 8 mm

Fig. 5.4: a) Image of the fabricated sensor chip. (b) Close-up photomicrograph of the flow
sensor and EOF electrodes integrated into the micro-channel.
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measured three planar samples; 525 µm-thick bulk quartz, 500 nm-thick, and 165 nm-thick

oxidized chips, which have different zeta potential properties. As flow liquid, we used

10−4 M KCl solution. Figure 5.5 shows the changes of the flow sensor when VEOF is swept

from 0 V to 8 V. The flow was electrically observed through half- bridge output voltage

(Vout). When the VEOF is less than 3 V, the Vout is not changed. This is because EOF is

not enough to overcome the flow resistance in the micro-channel. From 3 V up to 5 V,

the Vout was increased linearly. When the VEOF is higher than 5 V, the Vout is saturated.

It can be considered that electrolysis occurs and that bubbles generated by the electrolysis

make a too-fast flow to be measured by the integrated flow sensor. From the result, using

nominal applied voltages, in other words, during 3 V < VEOF <5 V presented by the red

part in Fig. 5, the sensor can measure the zeta potential. Figure 5.6 shows the flow

sensor output voltages during 3 V < VEOF <5 V according to three zeta potentials of the

pre-calibrated materials. The pre-measurement was performed using OTSUKA Electronics

ELSZ-2000Z. In the pre-result, the zeta potentials of bulk quartz, 500 nm-thick oxidized Si

chip, and 165 nm-thick oxidized Si chip were evaluated as −58.0 mV, −20.05 mV, −12.54

mV, respectively under the same pH. From the result, the linear relationship between sensor

output and zeta potential can be observed with every VEOF .

5.5. Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed and developed a newl world smallest fully-integrated

zeta potential measurement sensor: we fabricated, for the first time, an integrated

electroosmotic flow (EOF) micropump with a micro flow sensor in an open micro-channel on

an 8×8 mm2 SOI chip. The sensor can realize stand-alone measurement by the integrated

sensor-actuator, and reduction of EOF voltage (less than 10 V) due to the scaled-down
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feature. Due to its noninvasive measurement, the analyzed wafer can further be MEMS-

processed to realize microfluidic devices with a well-identified surface electrical property.

As mentioned, the components of the proposed sensor have the potential to be integrated

with CMOS LSIs since the process has CMOS compatibility. Future work is to integrate

CMOS circuits to observe and amplify the output voltage from the flow sensor on a chip.
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CHAPTER 6
Cooling Measurement

Some of the text and the materials of this chapter are based on the articles of the author’s
group entitled “Hotspot Liquid Microfluidic Cooling: Comparing The Efficiency between
Horizontal Flow and Vertical Flow,” PowerMEMS, Paris, France, 2016.

6.1. Introduction

Cooling of integrated circuits using microfluidic devices has been widely studied.

Although microfluidic devices are proved as a superior cooling method to conventional

cooling methods, these microfluidic devices employ large external equipment. To reduce

the size of a cooling system, integrated cooling microfluidic devices have also been studied.

The integrated cooling devices have an on-chip micropump, and an EOF micropump is

commonly used. However, due to the trade-off relationship between the high-voltage and

flow-rate, the EOF micropumps in previous studies are low performance (low flow-rate) or

require high voltages.

We have developed the integrated EOF micropump with a high-voltage generator, as

mentioned in chapter 4. The developed EOF micropump can overcome the trade-off, and a
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future small cooling device is expected by applying the proposed technology. In this chapter,

the cooling demonstration of EOF micropumps in the fabricated chip is presented. Besides,

the cooling demonstration of a high-flow-rate micro-channel device is also presented to

discuss the heat-transfer more in detail. Finally, the future improvement of an LSI cooling

device is discussed.

6.2. Thermal equivalent circuit model

Heat transfer processes are classified into three types; conduction, convection, and

radiation [106]. The conduction is defined as heat transfer through intervening matter

without bulk motion of the matter. The heat transfer rate ÛQ between two reservoirs having

different temperature (TA and TB, TA > TB) can be expressed as

∂ ÛQ
∂(TA − TB)

����
TA−TB=0

=
k A
L

(6.1)

where k is a proportional factor depending on material and temperature, A is the

cross-sectional area. In the limit for any temperature difference (TA − TB → 0) across

a length (L → 0), ÛQ can be expressed

ÛQ = −k A
TB − TA

L
= −k A

∂T
∂x

. (6.2)

The heat transfer per unit area ( Ûq) is defined as

Ûq =
ÛQ
A
= −k

∂T
∂x

. (6.3)

Ûq is called the heat flux, and Eq. 6.3 is called Fourier’s law of heat conduction. The constant

k is called thermal conductivity. Taking the limit as a length, the heat transfer rate is zero,
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Fig. 6.1: Condition of conductive heat transfer along a block

and we can obtain

d ÛQ
dx
=

d
dx

(k A
dT
dx

) = 0, (6.4)

d2T
dx2 + (

1
A

dA
dx

)dT
dx
= 0. (6.5)

Figure 6.1 shows a slab such as a block of copper, that has one surface at a high

temperature (T1) and one at a lower temperature (T2). In such case, the are is not a function

of x,

d2T
dx2 = 0, (6.6)

dT
dx
= const. (6.7)

From the condition that T(x = 0) = T1 and T(x = L) = T2, the temperature can be expressed

as

T(x) = T1 +
T2 − T1

L
x. (6.8)
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Therefore, heat flux Ûq is given by

Ûq = −k
T2 − T1

L
x. (6.9)

This relationship is similar to the electrical circuits. ÛQ is current, Ûq is current density, and

T1 −T2 is voltage difference. From the viewpoint of the electrical circuits, the heat transfer

can be written by

Rcond =
L

k A
, (6.10)

ÛQ = T1 − T2

R
, (6.11)

where Rcond is the thermal resistance of conductive heat transfer. By using the thermal

equivalent circuits, the heat transfer can be modeled and simulated. In transient heat

transfer, heat to the slab ÛQin is

ÛQin = −ρVc
dT
dt

(6.12)

where ρ is the density of the slab, V is its volume, and c is its specific heat. The heat

transfer rate is also expressed as Eq.6.11,

Ah(T − T∞) = −ρVc
dT
dt

(6.13)

From the condition that T(t = 0) = T0, the equation is expressed as

C = ρVc, (6.14)

T − T∞
T0 − T∞

= e−
t

RC (6.15)
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Fig. 6.2: Schematic of thermal equivalent circuits.
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Fig. 6.3: Condition of convective heat transfer.

where C is called heat capacity. From Eq. 6.15, the transient heat transfer is also the same

as the electrical circuits, as shown in Fig. 6.2.

Convective heat transfer can also be modeled by equivalent circuits. Figure 6.3 shows

the conditions around the surface. In the region of δ′, fluid moving is slow, and most of

the heat transfer occurs. In the other region, the temperature is almost uniform. Therefore,

heat flux can be expressed as

Ûq =
ÛQ
A
=

kfluid(Twall − T∞)
δ′

(6.16)

Since δ′ depends on the flow, δ′ is not known and requires to be measured experimentally.
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Therefore, instead of δ′, heat transfer coefficient h = k
δ′ is used, and heat flux is defined by

Ûq =
ÛQ
A
= h(Twall − T∞) (6.17)

The equation is called Newton’s Law of Cooling. As increasing the flow rate, h also

increases. Using this equation, the thermal resistance of convective heat transfer is expressed

as

Rconv =
1

hA
. (6.18)

In microfluidic cooling of LSI circuits, the conduction through silicon chips and the

convection though fluid in micro-channels are essential. By calculating these thermal

resistances, the cooling effect can be numerically investigated. Figure 6.4 shows the

thermal equivalent circuit of the micro-channel cooling system following the model shown

in Fig. 6.5.

6.3. Cooling measurement of low flow rate micro-channel

The cooling measurement is performed using the same CMOS chips used in Chapter 4.

In this chapter, in order to investigate the cooling performance more in detail by changing

and extending the EOF voltages, the EOF electrodes are not connected to the on-chip HV

generator. Figure 6.6 shows the process flow and Fig. 6.7 shows the fabricated chip.

Temperature is measured by a sensing polysilicon resistor having a resistance of 8.7 kΩ,

which is directly under the micro-channel, as shown in Fig. 6.8. The heat flux is input by

applying voltages into the microheater, which is a polysilicon resistor having a resistance

of 17 kΩ.

Figure 6.9 shows the experimental setup used in the cooling measurement. The resistance
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change is measured by an LCR meter (4284A, Keysight). A voltage of 15 V is applied

to the microheater using a DC power supply (E3631A, Keysight). The total input power

is 13.2 mW, and the power density is 165 W/cm2, which is a typical power density of

power-consuming LSI circuits. The EOF micropump is driven by an HV DC power supply

(PMX250-0.25A, KIKUSUI). The current consumption of the EOF micropump is 0.8 µA,

and 1.6 µA when VEOF = 50 V and 100 V, respectively.

To calculate the correlation between the temperature and the resistance of the sensing

T0

T

Q Cflow 
Rflow  

Ccond Rlid

Rair

RSi

RPCB

Rair

ConductionConvection

Fig. 6.4: Schematic of thermal equivalent circuits of the micro-channel cooling system.

Heat source

Channel lid

Si substrate

PCB

Spacer

Flow

Conduction to 
the air

Conduction to 
the air

Fig. 6.5: Schematic of the micro-channel cooling system in the experiment.
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Fig. 6.6: Process flow of the cooling measurement chip. (a) SiO2 is sputtered and patterned.
(b) Au/Ti electrodes are sputtered and patterned. (c) PDMS is patterned using a silicon
mold, and holes are punched. (d) Both the top and bottom substrate are activated by O2
plasma ashing, and then they are bonded.
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Fig. 6.7: Photomicrograph of the fabricated on-chip for cooling measurement.
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Fig. 6.8: Close-up image of the thermal sensing resistance and heating resistance. These
components are directly under the micro-channel.
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Fig. 6.9: Schematic view of the experimental setup used for cooling measurement.
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Fig. 6.10: Relationship between resistance and temperature of the thermal sensing resistance
used in the cooling measurement on the chip shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.12: Measurement result of the change of temperature calculated by using the result
shown in Fig. 6.10. At t = 0, the power is supplied to the microheater.

resistance, the resistance change is measured by sweeping the temperature from 27°C up

to 90°. The measured chip is directly put on a hot plate (HP-1SA, AS-ONE). Figure 6.10

shows the dependence of the resistance on the temperature. From Fig. 6.10, the coefficient

between the resistance and the temperature is calculated as 7.028 Ω/°C.

By using the coefficient, the temperature change is measured. Figure 6.11 shows the

measurement results of the change of thermal sensing resistance. At t = 0, the power is

supplied to the micro-heater. Figure 6.12 shows the measurement results of the change of

thermal temperature, which is calculated by using the coefficient. When the EOF applied

voltage (VEOF) is 50 V, the increase of the temperature is smaller than that when VEOF = 0 V.

Besides, when VEOF = 100 V, the temperature increase is suppressed 0.3°C more than the

case of VEOF = 0 V.

From the measurement in Chapter 4, the flow rate is 164 nL/min and 328 nL/min under
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Fig. 6.13: Schematic of thermal equivalent circuits of the experiment.
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PDMS

Fig. 6.14: Conduction heat transfer through silicon substrate (a) without flow and (b) with
flow generated by an EOF micropump. When the EOF micropump is turned on, the thermal
resistance of the silicon substrate is improved. We suppose that it is because the effective
area is expanded by the flow.

VEOF = 50 V and 100 V, respectively. In such a condition, the heat flux transferred

by convection is small compared to the input power to the micro-heater. Therefore, the

dominant heat transfer phenomenon is conduction, and the thermal equivalent circuit can

be simplified, as shown in Fig. 6.13. Following this model and fitting Eq. 6.15 to the results

shown in Fig. 6.12, the thermal resistance and capacitance are calculated as 49.6 K/W and

1.16 J/K, 40.4 K/W and 1.48 J/K, and 27.8 K/W and 2.48 J/K when VEOF is 0 V, 50 V, and

100 V, respectively. The results indicate that the flow improved thermal resistance in spite

of the low flow rate. We suppose that it is because of an expansion of the conductive heat
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transfer area between the heat source and the silicon. Figure 6.14a shows the schematic of

the conductive heat transfer area without the flow. When VEOF = 0 V (no flow), the area is

only around the heat source. On the other hand, when there is a flow in the micro-channel,

the heat is dissipated by the micro-channel. We suppose that the heat-transfer area is

expended, as shown in Fig. 6.14b.

6.4. Cooling measurement of high flow-rate

micro-channel

While the conductive heat transfer is dominant in case that the flow rate is low such

as the previous section, the convective heat transfer becomes the cooling dominant when

the flow rate is high. In such a condition, increasing the values of h and δ′ is essential.

Improving h can be performed by increasing the flow rate. On the other hand, to increase

δ′, the flow direction is also a key factor. However, most of the previous research on

a micro-channel cooling system have focused on improving the micropump performance

T0

T

Q Ccond

RSi

RPCB

Rair

Conduction

CconvRconv

Convection

Rflow depends on 
the flow rate.

The heat has already been 
already spread effectively 
by the high flow rate.

= hA
1

Rcond

Fig. 6.15: Schematic of thermal equivalent circuits when the flow rate is high, and
convection is also dominant heat transfer.
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Heat transfer is not active.
→ h is small.

All fluidic can be involved.
→ h is large.

Horizontal flow cooling Vertical flow cooling
Heat source Heat source

(a) (b)
Fig. 6.16: (a) Cooling a hotspot by the horizontal flow. Out-of-plane heat spread is small
due to laminar flow. (b) Cooling a hotspot by the vertical flow. All flow can contribute to
cooling a hotpot over the hotspot.

and characterization of in-plane micro-channels. A horizontal in-plane micro-channel only

involves the surface of the micro-flow, as shown in Fig. 6.16a. To involve all the liquid over

the hotspot, the authors propose to make use of vertical flow (Fig. 6.16b). The purpose of

the section is to investigate the improvement of convective heat transfer by increasing the

flow rate. Besides, the effect of the flow direction is experimentally investigated.

6.4.1 Experimental results

6.4.1.1 FEM simulation

Figure 6.17a and b show the simulated temperature of a hotspot cooled with horizontal

in-plane flow and vertical out-of-plane flow. In the simulation, 400×400 µm2 square Al

heater is put on Si substrate as a hotspot, and a micro-channel is placed on the Al heater.

In the in-plane cooling simulation, the height of the channel is 30 µm, and the flow is made

from left to right, as shown in Fig. 6.17a. In the case of the out-of-plane channel, the inlet

is the 30 µm channel, and the 750 µm outlet is above the hotspot, as shown in Fig. 6.17b.

The input power is supposed to be 2 W, and input liquid is supposed to be DI-water at a
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Fig. 6.17: FEM simulation of (a) horizontal in-plane cooling (b) vertical out-of-plane
cooling
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Fig. 6.18: Schematic of the fabricated device to measure the impact of (a) horizontal flow
and (b) vertical flow to cool the hotspot. A resistor is placed next to a micro-heater to
measure the temperature .
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Fig. 6.19: Process flow of the fabricated device. (a) 500 nm-thick SiO2 is sputtered. (b)
500 nm-thick Al is sputtered and patterned. (c) SiO2 is sputtered again to avoid electrolysis.
(d) PDMS is patterned using a silicon/SU-8 mold. (e) PDMS is peeled off from the mold,
and then inlet and outlet holes are made. (f) The top and bottom substrate are bonded using
O2 plasma activation, and then tubes are connected to the inlet and outlet holes.

flow-rate of 500 µm/min. While the highest temperature with horizontal in-plane cooling is

93.6°C, the highest temperature with vertical out-of-plane cooling is 85.3°C. It means that

the vertical flow can take out the heat from the hotspot thanks to the flow direction and the

larger volume of cooling involved liquid.

6.4.1.2 Temperature measurement of in-plane cooling and out-of-plane cooling

To measure the temperature and to heat locally, we fabricated microresistors as thermal

sensors and an artificial hotspot, as shown in Fig. 6.18. The design of the device follows

the simulated layout.
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Fig. 6.20: Setup of the experiment. The channel is connected to the external pump (450
µL/min). the resistor for a thermal sensor is connected to an LCR parameter analyzer, and
the resistor for a micro-heater is connected to a power source.
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One microheater was placed under the horizontal flow, and the other was placed under the

vertical flow. For fabricating a bottom plate, SiO2 was sputtered by 500 nm as an insulator

(Figure 6.19-(a-1)), and then Al was sputtered by 500 nm and patterned (Fig. 6.19a-2).

After the patterning, 50 nm SiO2 was sputtered again to avoid electrolysis when liquid

flowing (Fig. 6.19a-3). As a top plate with micro-channels, we patterned PDMS using a

SU-8 mold (Fig. 6.19b-1). After peeling off the PDMS from the mold, inlet and outlet holes

were made (Fig. 6.19b-1). Finally, both of them were bonded after O2 plasma activation

(Fig. 6.19c).

The micro-channel was connected to an external pump, whose flow rate was 450 µL/min.

The micro-heater as a hotspot was connected to a power source, and the thermal sensor

was connected to an LCR meter (4284A, Keysight), as shown in Fig. 6.20. After the

correspondence of the change of the resistance against the temperature is measured, we

calculated the temperature around a hotspot from the resister next to the hotspot, as shown

in Fig. 6.21. After power consumption of a micro-heater reaches more than about 1 W, the

temperature around the hotspot under the vertical flow becomes smaller than that of under

the horizontal flow. It means that the heat which cannot spread to the Si substrate is spread

by the water flow and that the vertical flow can carry the heat more efficiently than the

horizontal flow. When the power input to the hotspot is about 2.3 W, the difference of the

temperature between the horizontal flow and the vertical flow reaches 10°C. Consequently,

while the temperature rises up to 122°C without DI-water and flow, the temperature is

112°C and 102°C with the horizontal and vertical flow, respectively. It indicates that the

convective heat transfer is effective when the flow rate is high and that changing flow

direction improves the heat transfer more.

Following the equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig. 6.15, and the result without flow, the
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thermal resistance of conduction (Rcond) when the input power is 2.3 W is calculated as

(122−25)/2.3 = 42.2 K/W. The heat transferred by the flow is calculated as 2.3W−(112−

25)/42.2 = 0.24 W, and 2.3W − (102 − 25)/42.2 = 0.48 W with horizontal and vertical

flow, respectively. Therefore, the thermal resistance of convection (Rconv) is calculated as

363 K/W, and 160 K/W with the horizontal and vertical flow, respectively.

6.5. Discussions

From the results of the measurement, we have found the two modes of micro-channel

cooling, as shown in Fig. 6.22. When the flow rate is low, the convective heat transfer

is small compared to the conductive heat transfer. Therefore, conduction through the

substrate is the dominant heat transfer. However, as seen in the experimental result in the

previous section, the flow improves the efficiency of the conduction. We consider that it

is because the flow promotes the conduction by spreading the heat transfer into a larger

area, as shown in Fig. 6.22a. This cooling mode can be effective in reducing hotspots in

LSI circuits. On the other hand, when the flow rate is high, the convective heat transfer is

also a main cooling factor, as shown in Fig. 6.22b. In this cooling mode, we consider that

the conductive thermal resistance can be reduced by the heat spreading effect and that the

Si substrate

Slow flow

PDMS

Heat 
source

・Heat spread is improved 
   (Rcond is gradually decreased).

・Conduction is dominant.

Si substrate

PDMS

Heat 
source

Conductive heat-transfer area

Rapid flow

Conductive heat transfer area

・Conduction and convection are dominant.
・Convection is improved.
 (Rconv is gradually decreased).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.22: Schematic of Cooling modes when the flow rate is (a) low and (b) high.
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convective thermal resistance can be decreased more by increasing the flow rate.

However, in the low flow-rate cooling experiment, the input power was about 0.013 W,

which is relatively small compared to the high flow-rate cooling experiment. We consider

that the heat spreading effect is saturated as the input heat increases. When input heat

increases, the conductive heat transfer area also increases. If the conductive heat transfer

area is large and the additional area extended by the flow is relatively small, the heat

spreading mode is invalid. Therefore, the heat spreading effect may work when the flow

rate is moderately high and the size extended area is significantly large compared to the

heat transfer area before cooling. In fact, the heat spreading effect was also observed in

the high flow-rate experiment when the convective heat transfer did not occur considerably,

as shown in Fig. 6.21. Besides, in this experiment, the temperature of cooling water is

always the same as the room temperature. When the heat in the hottest spot is large and the

background temperature in the other area is also high, the water is heated before reaching

the hottest spot. Due to these reasons, we consider that the cooling performance may be

degraded in real cooling applications such as high power chips. Therefore, to find out the

valid range of the heat spreading mode, future extended experiments using higher heat flux

are required.

An application of the low-flow-rate cooling device is a thin heat sink to reduce hotspots

in a portable device, as shown in Fig. 6.23. In such an application, a smaller amount of

liquid is more suitable to save space. Also, on-chip closed-loop micro-channels integrated

with an EOF micropump is effective.

In order to realize the more efficient cooling by utilizing both convection and conduction,

the placement of the fluid components is also essential. The vertical flow enhances the

convective heat transfer. Therefore, the most power-consuming heat source should be
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placed directly under the outlet hole of micro-channels.

Besides, in the experiment, we have only focused on single-phase liquid cooling, but

utilizing phase change of the liquid is also attractive since the vaporization absorbs a more

significant amount of heat. We consider that EOF micropumps are also effective in the

multi-phase cooling device. As previous studies and the experimental results, an EOF

micropump can output the high pressure. The integration of an HV generator allows us

to increase the output pressure. Moreover, EOF micropumps can be connected in series

and can output the higher pressure. On the other hand, as explained in the introduction,

conventional multi-phase cooling devices, such as a heat-pipe and an LHP, use capillary

forces to circulate the liquid. However, as thinning these cooling devices causes increasing

Heat source

QEOF

VEOF

LSI chip

Pumping area

Hole Hole

Total flow direction

VEOF

Integrated EOF heat spreaderSide view

Top view

Heat source

Fig. 6.23: Schematic of a thin integrated EOF heat-spreading cooling device.
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Fig. 6.24: Schematic of a thin integrated multi-phase cooling device using (a) horizontal
micro-channels and (b) vertical micro-channels.
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the interruption of fluid by the vapor, the minimum thickness of them is limited. The

EOF micropumps can work in such thin structures without decreasing the output pressure.

Therefore, we consider that the EOF micropumps can be placed in the cooling device and

enables us to realize a thin cooling device. In such usage, the EOF pumping part requires

to be placed before the heating areas not to be halted by the bubbles in micro-channels, as

shown in Fig. 6.24a. Moreover, if the layout allows us to put the outlet just under the heat

source, vertical micro-channels can make cooling more effectively, as shown in Fig. 6.24b.

In either usage of micro-channels, micro-channels enable us to realize thin cooling

devices. It also enables us to embed the cooling device between 3DICs, such as a logic

circuit chip and DRAM memory chips.

6.6. Summary

The cooling effect of the integrated EOF micropump is investigated, which is presented

in the previous chapters. Despite the low flow-rate because of the limited size, and the

thermal resistance consequently decreases. When a voltage of 100 V is supplied to the EOF

micropump, the temperature is 0.3°C lower than a case without EOF. We suppose that this

is because this device is valid to expand the conducive heat-transfer areas around hotspots.

We consider that a low-flow-rate micro-channel device can be used as a heat-spreader, and

suitable for a portable device to save cooling component space. Also, to find out the valid

range of the heat spreading mode, future extended experiments using higher heat flux are

required.

On the other hand, as increasing the flow rate, convection also becomes effective, and the

thermal resistance decreases more. In such a case, the flow direction improving the cooling

performance by enhancing the convective heat transfer.
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Taking account into a multi-phase cooling system, an EOF micropump is suitable to

prevent the return of the vapor instead of a wick since the micropump can output the

high-pressure. We consider that it can lead to realizing a thin cooling system that could not

be realized before.
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Conclusions

In this chapter, a summary of the work is presented, along with the contributions made

to the field. The discussions for the possible future research directions are also given.

7.1. Summary

This work is mainly focused on developing a micro-channel cooling system for the

power-consuming LSI chips. Notably, this dissertation focuses on the integration of an

on-chip high-voltage generator to enhance an EOF micropump using post-processed DTI

technology. The results are summarized below:

For the optimization of the isotropic etching used in the post-processed DTI, the test

structures were designed to indicate the endpoint of the isotropic etching process by simple

observation with an optical microscope. By using the test structures, not only was the exact

release time determined, but a new plasma etching mode was discovered, which is suitable

for releasing MEMS structures.

As a proof-of-concept of using post-processed DTI transistors to HV applications, we

firstly demonstrated 30 V switching circuits through the commercial 5 V 0.6 µm CMOS
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process on SOI and MEMS post-processing. The 30 V switching circuits integrated the

gate-level-shift circuits and can be controlled by 5 V signals. Then, high-voltage generators

following the Dickson charge-pump circuits using post-processed DTI transistors. The

output of the 20-stage, 10-stage, 5-stage HV generator is 95.2 V,49.8 V, 26.9 V,respectively.

Then we designed an EOF micropump integrated with the proposed 10-stage high-voltage

generator. The flow rate of the fabricated integrated EOF micropump was 164 nL/min using

the 5 V power supply.

To realize the examine the parameters of EOF micropumps after the fabrication, a

non-invasive zeta potential measurement sensor is demonstrated. It could measure the zeta

potential of 500 µm-thick and 165 µm-thick oxidized Si substrates and a quartz substrate.

Finally, we measured the cooling ability of the proposed EOF micropump. Even though

the flow rate of the EOF micropump is low because of the limitation of the chip size, the

device successfully reduced the temperature of a 40×200 µm2 hot spot by 0.3°C, where

input power was 13 mW (165 W/cm2). We suppose that this is because the flow spread

the heat and that conductive heat transfer is enhanced. To observe the change of cooling

ability by increasing the flow rate, we measured the temperature of a hot spot under a

high flow-rate micro-channel. From the measurement, the conductive heat transfer can be

decreased. Besides, cooling efficiency can be more improved by changing the direction of

flow.

7.2. Contributions

The primary contribution of this work is a more in-depth understanding of CMOS

integrated micropumps and LSI cooling using the micropumps with more thorough

experimental measurement and analysis. The author’s contributions are summarized below:
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• Test structures for quantitative investigation of Si isotropic etching used in the MEMS

posed-processed DTI are developed. The test structures can be used to investigate

the etching conditions of MEMS releasing.

• The design of an NVDD-high-voltage switch integrated with level-shifter using

MEMS post-processed DTI is developed. The design of the level shifter is not

limited by the switching voltage.

• The design of high-voltage generators using MEMS post-processed DTI is

developed. Owing to the nature of the post-processed DTI, the loss of voltage

increments is significantly reduced.

• The design and fabrication method of an on-chip EOF micropump integrated with

a high-voltage generator are developed. These also enhance the integration of

microfluidic actuators into microfluidic devices for point-of-care applications.

• A non-invasive zeta potential measurement sensor is developed, which allows us to

use the measured samples for microfluidic substrate. This enhances the parametric

design of microfluidic devices using zeta potential.

• The measuring method of cooling performance of integrated micropumps using

CMOS LSI components is developed.

• Two modes of LSI cooling using micro-channels are found. One mode is heat

spreading mode and indicates that the low flow rate microfluidic device is also

effective to enhance the conduction through the substrate. The other mode indicates

that increasing the flow rate decreases the convective thermal resistance and the

cooling performance is improved.
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7.3. Possible Improvements and Future Scope

The EOF micropump itself is improved in a few ways. Most significantly, the output

pressure can be increased by series-connecting of multiple EOF micropumps. By using

integrated high-voltage generators, the output pressure per stage is much higher than the

previous studies.

In this dissertation, the output voltages of the developed integrated high-voltage generator

are limited to less than 100 V. However, as the current consumption of EOF micropumps is

small, the increase of the output voltage can be expected by increasing the number of stages

up to several hundreds of volts. Besides, the proposed high-voltage generator follows a

basic circuit model, and the efficiency can be more improved by circuit topology.

In this work, the cooling effect of low flow-rate micro-channels using an integrated

EOF micropump is experimentally measured, and it could not be investigated by the FEM

simulation. However, we consider that it can be simulated by optimizing the heat-transfer

model. Also, as the investigation was performed only in the case of the low-rate flow

measurement, the input heat was relatively small compared to the high-power consuming

logic circuits. The more experiment using such large heat flux will lead to understanding

the effective heat range of the low flow-rate cooling mode.

By using an improved high-pressure EOF micropump, an efficient thin multi-phase

cooling device can be realized, which can cope with high power-consuming circuits in a

3DIC.
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APPENDIX A
Large-area DRIE

A.1. Introduction

A.1.1 Large MEMS structures

Micro-electromechanical Systems (MEMS) are widely used for sensors and actuators.

The size of MEMS devices is typically tens to thousands of micrometers, which contributes

to the miniaturization of electric devices such as smartphones. To realize more compact

devices, continuous efforts such as CMOS integration have been paid to scale down the

entire MEMS. In some application fields, in contrast, the MEMS structure is becoming larger

owing to its application requirements. Laser scanner [107], [108] and energy harvesting

devices [109] are typical applications that require large MEMS fabrication.

Among applications that need large-displacement MEMS, displays [110]–[112] and

light detection and ranging (LiDAR) scanning systems particularly require larger MEMS

actuators because the resolution of displays and scanning systems is proportional to the

performance of the MEMS mirror. The performance is expressed as the index θOPT · D · f ,
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where θOPT is the optical scan angle, D is the mirror diameter, and f is the scan frequency.

In terms of display resolution, the important parameter is θOPT · D, since the number of

pixels N is proportional to θOPT · D (Fig. A.1). For example, to realize a MEMS display

with 1280×1080 pixels (HD1080 standard), θOPT · D should be larger than 84.4 mm · deg

and f should be 40.5 kHz [107]. To obtain a large scan angle, a laser scanner is operated in

the resonant mode. In this method, the scanner is actuated at the resonant frequency, where

the displacement of the movable structure is enlarged. To further increase displacement in

resonance, a cascaded mirror structure using mechanical coupling was reported [113],[114]

to enhance resonant work. In this method, the inner mirror is driven at a resonant frequency

by applying force to a large outer frame. Owing to mechanical coupling, the displacement

of the inner mirror is considerably larger than the resonance of a single mirror. In such a

design, however, the die becomes substantially larger than the single mechanical resonant

mirror. The scanner used in a previous research for actuation was 3.75 × 6.15 mm2, to

actuate a 1.4 mm inner mirror frame [113]. Therefore, to realize a higher quality MEMS

mirror, the die size of the actuator must reach the centimeter order.

D: Mirror diameter

θ: Optical angle

f: Working frequency

Reflected
light

Incident
light

Fig. A.1: Schematic of a MEMS mirror. The performance is expressed as the index
θOPT · D · f .
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Fig. A.2: Etching depth distribution in a wafer (a) with single large-opening patterns and
(b) with filling mesh opening patterns.

A.1.2 Fabrication issues of large MEMS structures

In processing a large opening, the etching depth difference between the center and edge

of the opening is one of the critical issues. The difference causes damage to the structure

before all the backside substrate is etched out. Therefore, it is essential to uniformize

the etching depth distribution. However, owing to the nature of deep reactive ion etching

(DRIE), the etching rate is nonuniform.

The main issue of etching nonuniformity is caused by two well-known phenomena,
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both related to plasma density [82],[115],[116]. The first is aspect-ratio-dependent etching

(ARDE) [116]. ARDE is affected by the relationship between the etching rate and the ratio of

etching hole depth to opening size (aspect ratio). In MEMS DRIE, radical species contribute

to fast etching; however most of such radical species are trapped by the high-aspect-ratio

wall before reaching the bottom [117]. The narrower the opening becomes, the fewer the

plasma species that reach the bottom. Therefore, a larger opening is etched faster than a

narrower one.

The second is global loading effect, which is related to pattern density, i.e., the area of

exposed silicon [116], [118]. It causes nonuniformity in etching rate on a large scale. In

such large-area etching, the ratio of the resist-protected area to the not-protected area is

extremely different. In high-pattern-density areas such as the center, the plasma density

is relatively lower than that in low-pattern-density areas such as the edge. This results

in etching rate nonuniformity. Because of these, with the single large pattern shown in

Fig. A.2a, the within-die (within-pattern) etching depth difference d1 is large.

On the other hand, a die-to-die etching depth distribution exists because of plasma

uniformity. We call the etching depth distribution d2 the (wafer level) global loading.

Layout
design

(a)

Device 
fabrication

Process 
optimization

Initial 
layout

Layout 
optimization

Initial 
layout

Layout 
optimization

Device 
fabrication

(b)

Fig. A.3: Methods of improving undesirable etching nonuniformity (a) using in-house
equipment and (b) through a MEMS foundry. Process optimizations are impossible since
the foundry process is fixed and the optimization has to be carried out in the design step.
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Despite continuous effort of equipment developers to reduce d2 [119], [120] by providing

wafer-level-uniform plasma, the equipment improvement does not directly contribute to d1

reduction because d1 is induced at the chip level and is pattern dependent.

Such chip-level depth difference (i.e., d1) is one of the main causes of process failure for

large-area MEMS devices. In the case of a MEMS mirror, a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is

used and the back-side silicon of the MEMS mirror must be etched out completely. The

buried oxide (BOX) is expected to protect the MEMS mirror throughout the entire backside

etching; the first-formed SiO2 part is continuously exposed to heavy bombardment by the

etching species, while waiting for the large opening to be etched out. The time difference

from the first SiO2 exposure to the end of etching is proportional to the depth difference d1.

The larger d1 becomes, the longer the “overetching time” must be, then the higher the risk of

SiO2 protection layer breaking during the process. d1 tends to increase in proportion to the

release diameter. To reduce such risk, one of the “right things” to do is to optimize etching

conditions to decrease d1 depending on the designed pattern, as shown in Fig. A.3(a);

however, such optimization is not always possible, for example, when using an external

foundry service that refuses process optimization and/or in the case of rapid prototyping

where MEMS designers have limited time.

In this article, we propose a method of uniformly etching a deep large-area opening

using only as-is-given process conditions. As shown in Fig. A.3(b), it is the layout, not the

process condition, that is optimized. Our method enables device engineers to obtain a large

opening by a given standard process, without any etching condition optimization. To show

the feasibility of the proposed method, a MEMS mirror with a large backside opening of

over 1 cm2 was successfully fabricated using the result of the test structure measurement.
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Back side
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Fig. A.4: Proposed method of large-hole DRIE with a compensated dummy mesh pattern
to increase uniformity. (a) Designing mesh structures.The gaps of the meshes are different
from each other. All the test structures are etched under the same conditions. (b) The
etching depth distribution is measured. (c) Designing MEMS structure that needs large-hole
backside etching. The backside is a compensated dummy mesh pattern using the test
structure measurement result. (d) Fabricated by standard process, which does not need any
process alternation.

A.2. Proposed method

Our method proposes to fill a large opening with a “compensated mesh” pattern. The

opening diameter g is gradually changed from the largest at the center to the smallest at the

edge of the initial opening. g is defined according to the value obtained by a single test

structure etching and measurement process.

When a large hole is replaced by smaller openings as shown in Fig. A.2b, the depth

difference between the wall and the center of the same hole, d3 (hereafter, denoted as

the “within-pattern” difference), becomes substantially smaller than the original difference

d1. Many methods of uniform etching found in the literature [121]–[126] put dummy
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fillers having the same hole size, to exploit the notion that d3 < d1. However, there

still exists a non-negligible depth difference between the edge and center of the mesh, d4

(hereafter, denoted as the “within-die” difference). d4 is still large. It ranges from 11.7%

(25 µm/212.5 µm) to 18.2% (50 µm/275 µm) of the etching depth, as will be reported later in

this article (Fig. A.6). To further reduce d4, we propose a new method. Note that the depth

distributions in between different chips on a wafer, d2 in Fig. A.2a and d5 in Fig. A.2b, are

relatively small and can be independently improved by machine and process developers;

therefore, they are beyond this article’s scope.

Our method enables device engineers to obtain a large opening by a given standard

process, without any etching condition optimization. To show the feasibility of the proposed

method, a MEMS mirror with a large backside opening of over 1 cm2 was successfully

fabricated using the result of the test structure measurement.

Figure A.4 shows the proposed process steps. Several wafers having mesh structures of

different hole gaps g are pattened and etched under the same DRIE conditions [Fig. A.4(a)].

After etching, all the etched meshes are observed and the etching depth as well as

the within-die depth distribution d4 are measured [Fig. A.4b]. From the test structure

measurement, the “compensated mesh” pattern is designed. The gap of the mesh is

determined to maintain the same etching depth over the entire hole area. For example,

as shown in Fig. A.4(c), the gap at the center is set to the largest value (g3) to compensate

for the lowest etching rate, which is due to the within-die global loading. On the other hand,

the gap at the hole fringe is set to the smallest value (g1) to reduce the high etching speed.

Using the pattern, uniform backside etching can be obtained with no process alterations

[Fig. A.4(d)]. Once the d4 dependence on specific mesh size and the distance from the

pattern fringe is obtained, dummy mesh patterns for different large-opening patterns can be
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designed in the same manner.

A.3. Results of test structure measurements and

proposed compensated pattern

We prepared five test structures as shown in Fig. A.4(a). The pattern consisted of square

holes of a certain size that filled a 1 cm2 square area at 10 µm intervals. The size of each

hole was parameterized as g, and five samples with g values of 50, 100, 200, 300, and

400 µm were tested.

The test structures were fabricated on a 525-µm-thick bulk silicon wafer. First, a

1-µm-thick EB resist (TOK OEBR CAP-112) was coated and patterned by direct EB

writing. Then, DRIE was performed to etch the test structure. The DRIE conditions are

shown in Table A.1 using an SPP Technologies MUC21-ASE Pegasus ICP etching machine.

All the test structures with different gaps were processed under the same condition. After

removing the resist by O2 plasma ashing, all the processed samples were cleaved and

Table A.1: DRIE conditions used in the experiments

Step Section C4F8
(sccm)

SF6
(sccm)

Time
(s)

Pressure
(Pa)

Coil
(W)

Bias
(W)

Deposition Fluorocarbon
deposition 400 − 2.5 6.0 2500 0

Etching

Removing
bottom
fluorocarbon

− 300 2.5 4.0 2500 80

Isotropic
etching of Si − 300 6.0 20.0 2500 20

Table A.2: Maximum distributions with uniform gaps.

Gap g (µm) 50 100 200 300 400
Max. difference d4 (µm) 25 28 40 50 50
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Fig. A.5: Cross-sectional views of (a) the g = 200 µm mesh pattern at the center and edge
and (b) the proposed compensated mesh pattern at the center and edge.
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Fig. A.6: (a) Results of the measurement of etching depth distribution using test structures.
If the gap is compensated for, the gap can be reduced to 6 µm. (b) Results of etching depth
distribution determined using the compensated mesh pattern. The gap of the mesh was
300 µm at the center and gradually reduced to 100 µm at the edge. The distribution was
reduced to 10 µm.

their cross-sectional views were observed for the measurement of etching depth using a

scanning electron microscope (SEM). The etching depth of each opening in each sample

was measured.
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Figure A.5a shows cross-sectional views of the g = 200 µm mesh pattern at the center and

edge. It shows that the etching depth difference between the center and edge is d4 = 40 µm.

Figure A.6a shows the etching depth difference of the test structures. Table A.2 shows the

maximum etching depth difference d4 dependence on g. In the structure with a constant

mesh gap, the etching depth at the center of the device is at least 25 µm shallower than at

the edge of the sample. Figure A.6a also shows that, if the gap is optimally chosen, that is,

300 µm at the center and 100 µm at the edge, the etching depth difference can be reduced

to 6 µm.

Then, a proposed mesh pattern was fabricated on a silicon wafer. The gap was 300 µm at

the center of the mesh patten, and gradually decreased to 100 µm at the edge of the pattern.

Figure A.5b shows cross-sectional views of the compensated mesh patterns. Figure A.6b

shows the result of etching distribution determined using the compensated mesh pattern.

The process conditions were the same as those for the test structure measurement. However,

the etching depth difference was reduced to 10 µm. This indicates that the DRIE distribution

was successfully uniformized not by tuning the process condition but by optimizing the

backside layout.

A.4. MEMS mirror fabrication using the test structure

results

In this section, the application of a large-area backside etching is reported. The

demonstrated example was a MEMS mirror. Details of the mirror designs and characteristics

are omitted in this article because the scope of this article is only the reliable fabrication

of the device, and the method discussed is applicable to all types of existing and/or future

mirror designs.
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20 μm

Back side

11.2 mm
10

 m
m

100 μm

Fig. A.7: Backside layout of fabricated device. The compensated mesh pattern was designed
for uniform etching distribution.

Si (40 μm)
SiO2 (4 μm)

Substrate

（a）

（b）

（c）

（d）

Si shadow
mask

（e）

Al

Fig. A.8: Process flow of fabricating the mirror device using the proposed compensated
mesh pattern on the backside. (a) Patterning and DRIE of a top-side Si. (b) DRIE of a
backside substrate. The proposed mesh pattern is used. (c) Removed unnecessary dummy
pattern using HF acid. (d) Sputtering 500 nm SiO2 as an insulating layer. (e) Depositing
and pattening Al wire using a Si shadow mask.
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Etched mesh 
pattern

Fig. A.9: Photograph of the device under backside etching. The proposed compensated
mesh pattern is clearly visible.

(a) (b)

Fig. A.10: Photomicrographs of the (a) top and (b) bottom of the mesh pattern.

Figure A.7 shows the backside layout with the compensated mesh pattern. The size of

the front-side layout frame was 10 × 8 mm2, including the mirror structure and the dummy

filling patterns for reducing the thermal impact of a large hole. To expose the whole MEMS

mirror, the etching of an 11.2 × 10 mm2 oval area was necessary. Following the results of

the test structure measurements, the large backside opening was filled with the compensated

mesh pattern. The size of the openings was gradually changed from the center to the edge

of the etched area. For simplicity of the layout, the large center hole was designed as a circle
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and the rest of the holes were square. The size of the center circle opening was 660 µm,

and the size of the square pattern was linearly changed from 320 µm at the center to 120 µm

at the edge. The mesh pattern was isolated from the outer area by 100 µm to ensure the

removal of the mesh pattern.

Figure A.8 shows the process flow of the device. An SOI wafer composed of a

40-µm-thick device layer, a 4-µm-thick BOX, and a 500-µm-thick handling wafer was

used. The wafer was cut into 2 × 2 cm2. First, a 2-µm-thick photoresist (JSR PFR 7790G)

was spin-coated and patterned by UV lithography. Then, DRIE was performed to etch

the MEMS mirror structure [Fig. A.8(a)]. On the backside, a 7.1-µm-thick photoresist

(AZ P4620) was patterned, followed by through-the-wafer DRIE [Fig. A.8(b)]. During the

DRIE, the chip was fixed on a 4-inch silicon wafer covered with aluminum. Diffusion pump

oil was put as a heat transfer material and four sides were firmly covered with polyimide tape.

Figure A.9 shows a photograph of the device under backside etching, on which the mesh

pattern is clearly visible. The device was observed by optical microscopy. Figures A.10(a)

and A.10(b) show photomicrographs of the top and bottom of the mesh pattern. Uniform

etching was confirmed by observing the mesh bottom [Fig. A.10(b)].

After the DRIE of both sides, oil was washed with hexane and then the photoresist

was removed using acid Piranha solution (H2O2/H2SO4/H2O). The MEMS mirror was

released by etching the BOX layer in 50% HF acid solution [Fig. A.8(c)]. Both backside

mesh and front-side dummy patterns on both sides were simultaneously removed. Next,

a 500-nm-thick SiO2 insulating layer was sputtered [Fig. A.8(d)]. Finally, an Al wire was

deposited using a silicon shadow mask, which was fabricated by the DRIE of a 525 µm

silicon wafer [Fig. A.8(e)]. A MEMS mirror driving experiment was performed using a

Laser Doppler vibrometer and clear resonance operation was confirmed, thus showing the
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(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

mesh

(a)

(d)

SiO2

(g)

Fig. A.11: Simultaneous backside etching and mesh pattern removal method was applied
to the 11.2 × 10 mm2 oval opening DRIE over 500 µm. (a) After DRIE, (b) 4 min SF6
etching, (c)-(f) + 4 min SF6 etching each, (g) total 24 min SF6 isotropic etching revealed
SiO2 completely.

applicability of the proposed large-area etching process.

A.4.1 Towards higher reliability: all-dry uniform backside etching

The successful fabrication of a large-area MEMS demonstrated the applicability of

the proposed methods for backside DRIE of a large MEMS. However, the removal

of dummy filler patterns may be problematic for reliable MEMS fabrication. For
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frontside dummy removal, a couple of methods have been proposed, such as the

double-lithography-and-etching method called “contour lithography” [127]. For backside

etching, we propose a combined process of anisotropic deep etching and isotropic dummy

removal. As shown in Fig. A.10, DRIE using the compensated mesh pattern stops before

reaching the BOX layer; then isotropic etching simultaneously reveals the BOX SiO2 surface

and removes the unnecessary mesh.

The same compensated mesh used in the previous experiment was patterned on the

7.1-µm-thick photoresist (AZ P4620) on the backside of the SOI chip. Then DRIE using

the parameter in Table A.1 was performed for 100 cycles. Then 23 cycles of DRIE were

performed under “milder” conditions: coil power was reduced to 1500 W, and bias power

was reduced to 0, 45, and 10 W for Teflon deposition, Teflon removal, and silicon etching,

respectively. In this example, the resist almost disappeared after 123 cycles, probably owing

to the smaller heat exchange. Then only SF6 isotropic etching was performed with 300 sccm

SF6, a coil power of 1800 W, and a bias power of 50 W. The SF6 isotropic etching was

stopped every 4 min and the chip was optically observed.

Figure A.11 shows photographs of the progress of the isotropic etching. It was confirmed

that the mesh pattern made with DRIE [Fig. A.11(a)] gradually disappeared owing to the

DRIE, and after six times of 4 min isotropic etching, the backside mesh pattern was

completely removed, and a flat SiO2 surface was revealed [Fig. A.11(g)]. By comparing

Figs. A.11(e) and A.11(f), it is confirmed that most of the silicon substrate patterns have

been removed, thereby showing the high uniformity of the proposed process.
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A.5. Conclusions

The author proposed a method of uniform backside etching of wafers for large (centimeter

order) MEMS devices. The “compensated mesh” pattern, whose density and gap are

gradually changed from the center to the edge of the opening achieves uniformity by

inversely compensating for the global loading by the local loading. The method does not

need any etching condition optimization, thereby enabling device engineers to obtain a large

opening using only an as-is-provided standard process. The gap of the mesh pattern filling

a large-opening hole area on the backside is defined by the test structure measurement. As a

result, the gap size gradually changes from the largest at the center to the smallest at the edge.

In the test structure measurement, we confirmed that the proposed mesh pattern reduces

the difference in etched depth from 50 to 10 µm. Using the test structure measurement

result, we successfully performed the backside etching of a 11.2 × 10.0 mm2 oval area,

which provided a working MEMS mirror device. Towards more reliable processes, we

also demonstrated a method of removing mesh patterns at the end of the process by SF6

isotropic etching.
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Closed-Loop EOF Micropump

In this section, a closed-loop EOF micropump is demonstrated. Figure B.1 shows the

schematic of a designed closed-loop EOF micropump. Figure B.2 shows the hydrodynamic

equivalent circuit of a closed-loop EOF micropump. Although the pressure difference

between the inlet and outlet (∆pext) is zero in the closed-loop condition, there is a counter

EOF. In the experiment, five narrow channels are designed as EOF micropump areas, and

the other fluid channels are wider than the EOF channels. As the EOF in the narrow channels

is stronger than the counter EOF flow in the other channels, this asymmetric design totally

generates a unidirectional flow in the channel, as shown in Fig. B.1.

Figure B.3 shows the fabrication processes of the closed-loop EOF micropump. First, the

525 µm-thick silicon wafer is thermally oxidized. Then, the Ti/Au electrodes are sputtered

and patterned using gold etched (AURUM-302, KANTO KAGAKU) and 5% APM. PDMS

is patterned by using a silicon mold, where the channels are patterned by DRIE. After the

PDMS substrate is peeled off, two holes are made to introduce liquid into the channel.

Figure B.4 shows the close-up image of the channel.

We used 1.0×104M KCl solution for the fluid and 500-nm free-charge micro to observe
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VEOF

Pumping area
Pumping channel
 L: 7.5 mm
 W: 400 μm
 H: 50 μm

Loop fluid channel
 L:  2.815 cm
 W: 2.85 mm
 H: 50 μm

Hole Hole

Total flow direction

Counter EOF flow

EOF flow

Fig. B.1: Schematic of a closed-loop EOF micropump.

the flow speed using a microscope. After the introduction of the solution and micro-beads,

we applied a voltage of 100 V to the EOF electrodes using an HV power supply. Figure B.5

shows the close-up image of the narrow channel. In the experiment, the flow speed in the

closed-loop channel is 141 µm/sec.
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Rhyd,channel

ΔpEOF

Q 

Rhyd,EOF

Δpback

Fig. B.2: Schematic of the hydrodynamic equivalent circuit of a closed-loop EOF
micropump.

Si substrate Si mold

SiO2 1 μm

Si substrate

Ti 20 nm, Au 200 nm

PDMS

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. B.3: Process flow of a closed-loop EOF micropump. (a) Si substrate is thermally
oxidized. (b) EOF electrodes are patterned. (c) PDMS is patterned using a Si mold. (d)
PDMS is peeled off, and holes are made. (e) Si substrate and PDMS are bonded using O2
plasma activation.
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EOF pumping area

400 μm

EOF electrode

Flow

Fig. B.4: Close-up image of a fabricated closed-loop EOF micropump.

100 μm

100 μm

t = 0 s

t = 1 s

141 μm

Fig. B.5: Micrographs of the closed-loop EOF micropump when VEOF = 100 V. Velocities
of three micro-beads are measured.
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APPENDIX C
Voltage Distribution in An EOF
micropump

In this section, voltage distribution in a micro-channel of an EOF micropump is

investigated. As explained in Chapter 1, an EOF micropump requires the electric field

to make a flow, as shown in Fig. 1.6 and Eq. 1.1. Therefore, the electric field must

be uniformly distributed in micro-channels of the EOF micropump. However, in the

conventional electrochemical reaction of liquid, the voltage drop is caused only by the

electrolysis at the electrodes, and the voltage is constant in the bulk liquid, as shown in

Fig C.1a. This is because the electrolytic liquid used in the conventional experiment has

high conductivity, and the IR drop can be ignored. Although it is suitable for electrolytic

reactions to accelerate the reactions, the IR drop requires to increase, as shown in Fig C.1b.

Therefore, to increase the IR drop, the electrical resistance in micro-channels must be high.

To confirm the voltage distribution for the required electric field, we investigated the voltage

distribution in the micro-channel.

Figure C.2 shows the design of the measurement device. To measure the voltage

distribution, we put four electrodes in the micro-channel. The two electrodes are used
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Electrode

Electrolytic solution
(Low R)

Voltage drop by electrolysis

Voltage is constant.
(Electric field is 0.)

Vsupply

V

0

Vsupply

Voltage drop by electrolysis

 
Electric field exists

Electrode

Electrolytic solution
(High R)

(a) (b)

PDMS

Si substrate

Fig. C.1: schematic of voltage distribution of (a) a conventional electrochemical experiment
and (b) a microfluidic experiment.

to measure the voltages around the electrodes (V1 and V4), and the other two electrodes are

used to measure the voltages in the micro-channel (V2 and V3). The fabrication process is

the same as the closed-loop EOF micropump in Appendix B, as shown in Fig. B.1.

We used 0.2 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS), having a pH of 6.8 for the liquid.

The driving voltage of the EOF micropump (VEOF is set to 100 V. We measured the four

voltages (V1, V2, V3, and V4) simultaneously using an oscilloscope. Figure C.3 shows the

measurement result. In the inlet and outlet holes, the voltages are constant since the amount

of the liquid is enough. On the other hand, there is an IR drop between both ends of the

micro-channel. It indicates that the electric field exists in the micro-channel to drive the

EOF micropump.
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a a'

a a'

PDMS

Si substrate

SiO2Side view

Top view

VV1 VV2

VEOF
VV3 VV4

20 μm 930 μm

Channel length: 10 mm 
Channel width: 1 mm
Channel height: 25 μm

x1x2 x3 x4 x5x6
x

Fig. C.2: Design of the measurement device. Two electrodes are used for an EOF
micropump, and the other four electrodes are used to measure the voltage distribution.

x1x2 x3 x4 x5x6
x

VEOF = 100 V
V1 = V2 = 99.2 V

V3 = V4 = 0.8 V
0 V

V

Fig. C.3: Measurement result of the voltage distribution.
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APPENDIX D
FEM Simulation of The Heat
Transfer in The Experimental Setup

In this section, FEM simulation results of the device used in cooling measurement in

Chapter. 6 is presented. Figure D.1 shows the detailed dimensions of the printed circuit

board (PCB) and the fabricated silicon device having a heat source and micro-channel.

In the FEM simulation, we supposed thermal dissipation, including natural convection,

conduction to the atmosphere, and radiation from the outer surface of the PCB and device

as the boundary condition. The room temperature is set to 25°C.

Figure D.2 shows the measurement results without EOF flow and FEM simulation result.

At the beginning of the measurement (t < 100 s), the FEM simulation result does not

correspond to the measurement simulation result. This is because the FEM simulation goes

to the next step before the calculation converges well. In the part where the convergence is

progressed (t > 100 s), the FEM simulation result corresponds to the measurement result.

Although the heat dissipation without EOF flow is simulated, simulation with EOF is

quite difficult. This is because the experiment involves not only sensible heat cooling but

latent heat cooling. It makes us simulate the condition difficult.
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Fig. D.1: Dimensions of (a) a PCB and (b) silicon device.
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Fig. D.2: Measurement result and FEM simulation result of the change of temperature.
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